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LEFT. A Buriept Loud Speaker

Installation for £12 complete,
including Etliophone-Duplex Receiver with Burndept SuperValves
and Coils, Ethavox Junior' Loud
Speaker, 6 -volt 30 -ampere Accumulator, 60 -volt H.T. Battery,

Aerial Equipmen'tt and Licence.'

RIGHT. Some popular Burn dept Components, including the
Precision
Burndept Standard
Condenser, enclosed Coils, Crystal
Detector, Super -Vernier Dial,
Audio -Frequency Transformer,
Coil Holder and all -metal Rheostat.

The Burning Question
WE are not concerned with the controversial discussion in which
some say that you should build a set, and others, that you should
buy a complete receiver, in order to get good results. We do
know, however, that whatever you decide to do, you can secure the best
results by choosing your set or components from the extensive range of

Burndept apparatus which includes everything for radio reception.
Burndept Sets can be very easily adapted to receive on any wave -length by
the use of suitable plug-in coils.
An illustrated catalogue, giving full particulars of the entire range of Burndept
Receivers, components and accessories will be sent free on request.
Demonstrations can be arranged with your local Burndept Agent.

HEAD OFFICE : Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2
Telephongt',
Cerrardl 902:
4 lines.

LIElURNDEPT

Telegrams :

Burndept, W,strand,
London, W.C.
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Branches and Agents Everywhere.
C.F.H.
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Fewer Stations and Higher Power
NOW that the original novelty of
broadcasting has worn off, the
phblic is looking more and
more to its value as a distraction and amusement. Everyone agrees
that no single programme can satisfy

all tastes, and it is conceded that a

One solution proposed is that there
should be a considerable reduction in
the number of stations, and, at the
same time, an increase of the power
of each station. If this scheme were

carried out in Britain, many of the

relays would be discarded, while the
choice of two or three programmes is power of the main stations would be
really necessary. At the present time,
while excellent reproduction is obtainable from the local station,
CONTENTS
alternative programmes, other than
Page
those of Daventry, are rarely obtain640
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able in a quality that will satisfy the
Getting the Best frt m a Choke
discriminating listener.
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Amplifier

The reason for this lies in the fact
that the distant stations require con-

siderable amplification to give good
loud -speaker strength, and this amplification brings in all kinds of extraneous noises and interference from
broadcasting stations other than those
to which we wish to listen. To listen

with a really sensitive

receiver to
the band of

broadcasting over
frequencies between 1,200 and 500
kc. (250 and boo metres) is a revelation
of the immense amount of interference occurring at the present time
through lack of co-ordination between
the broadcasting authorities in the
various countries.

There has been a number of con-

ferences, and steps are being taken to

bring about a better state of affairs,
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be shut down, and the power of the

present main stations increased to ten
or fifteen kilowatts, with possibly two
more stations added.

advantages of a unified wireless control, such as we have in this country,
that once such a scheme is approved,

it can be put
rapidly,

a

quality which will satisfy him as well
as with the local station.

into execution very
programmes
being

of items.
This scheme of increasing the power

of main stations and reducing the
total number of stations is not the
only solution of the present broadcast
chaos, but it is one which, we think,
wilt have a strong appeal to a very
large number of listeners, and we
readers'

invite our
matter.

Sclited 47
JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART,
F. Inst. P.,

the

allotted to the various stations so as
to give a good alternative in the way

but the fact remains that from I,5oo to stations. Such a scheme has a very
50o kilocycles there are a maximum of strong appeal, particularly to the
one hundred and one frequencies listener who is anxious to obtain two
available, assuming that all of the or three different programmes at will,
frequencies
their
deviation.

all of the present relay stations should

programmes, even with quite inexpensive receivers. It is one of the

increased to give service to those who
have previously relied upon the relay .

stations concerned adhere strictly to free from interference,

of main stations, and we are glad
to know that the British Broadcasting Company is giving serious consideration to such a scheme. Capt.
Round's original suggestion was that

two isolated places would lack several

Reaction Centrcl and Short -Wave
The Broadcasting Enquiry
..
Inventions and Developments
Random Technicalities
Circuits for the Experimenter, No.2
The Transatlantic Tests

made a number of suggestions about,
the scheme for increasing the power

This increase of power would, in
Capt. Round's estimation, triple the
range of good reception, and if additional stations were put up at Cambridge and at Plymouth, only one or
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Capt. H. J. Round, in a highly
illuminating article in Wireless last
October, dealt very fully with, and
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THE NEW WJZ
STATION
First details of the super -power station at
Bound Brook, received from our American
representative.
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diate neighbourhood of the station, the transmitting

room is entirely enclosed in a copper shield. Readers
may remember that a similar precaution was taken at
Leafield in 1924, with very beneficial results.

Transmitting Plant
The valve filaments are lighted by i 5 -volt direct
current, and the plates are energised at a potential of
io,000 volts through a vacuum tube rectifier.
The transmitters are in duplicate, and in each are

In this general view of the new station the special short.,
wave aerial is clearly visible close to the building It is
of the vertical type which has been used so successfully

employed six oscillator and twelve modulator valves of
The fact that the station
the watereooled type.
requires 3,300 gallons per minute for cooling purposes
will help to give an idea of its magnitude.

One of the photographs clearly shows the water-

cooling arrangements in one of the modulator frames.

at KDKA.

HE new broadcasting station, " 2XAR,"
near Bound Brook, N.J., 35 miles froni
New York City, has a rating of the
order of 5o kw. input to aerial; and is
America's " Daventry." Its associated
studio is at the AEOlian Hall; in West

42nd Street, New York City, with which it is connected
by three pairs of :telephone wires. It operates on a
wave of 659 ke. (455 metres).

One of the two 30o -foot aerial towers may be seen
on the right of one of the photographs on these pages.
They are 700 feet apart. At the left -rear of the same
view may be seen the hut which accornmodates the
variable and remotely -controlled condensers in series
with the aerial.

When the towers are earthed their natural period

more closely approximates the broadcast band. than it
does when they are insulated. Hence insulated foundations arc used.

The Aerial
The antenna, is of " T " type and of cage construction, 220 feet high and 220 feet in horizontal length.
It is held in mechanical tension by means of a 2,000 -lb.
weight, and is protected from mechanical overload by
means of a " weak link," near one of the strain

insulators, this link being designed to part when the
strain reaches 4,400 lbs.

Earthing Arrangements
The earthing system consists of numerous copper
wires, radiating from the main building, and buried
several feet in the earth ----an interesting reversion to the
practice of pre -broadcast days.
To ensure freedom from radiation of harmonics which
might produce interference with listeners in the imme-

The main modulator frame of the lower -frequency transmitter. Note the arrangements for the water cooling of
the valves. The spirals of piping serve to provide a long
leakage path.
64o
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The new broadcasting station erected by the Radio
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Corporation of America at Bound Brook, New
Jersey, must rank as one of the most powerful
in the world. It possesses two complete transmitters with separate aerials, one working on
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The coils at the back are composed of rubber water
pipe, and their purpose is to provide a long " leak path " to earth. Incidentally the use of such a device
at Daventry-where the valves are also water -cooled -is obviated by discharging the cooling -water through
a discontinuous spray, according to Moggridge's
patent.
At the bottom -right of the same view the
device for automatically cutting off the power in the
event of the failure of the water supply is .visible.

Tuning Devices
The station is tuned by means of a variometer, consisting of one movable turn of copper tubing at the

end of the coupling coil, and by remotely -controlled
variable condensers (separately housed) in series with
the aerial circuit.
The aerial tuning ,I.ondensers are controlled by small

The problem of maintaining a constant safe tension on
the aerial has been solved by bringing the halyard down
to the erection visible in the foreground, where a 2,0001b
weight provides the necessary constant pull.

electric motors driving through a reduction gearing.
These condensers, like all the other radio frequency
condensers in the station, have thick, rigid plates with
rounded edges and air dielectric. The control of these
motors is effected by small switches on the oscillator
frames.

Power Supply
The power equipment running gear is placed in the
Power is derived from alternative sources
through a small sub -station placed at the left of one
of the nearest towers.
basement.

Short -Wave Possibilities
In addition to the apparatus described, the station

is completely equipped to broadcast on a frequency of
the order of 3,000 kc. (too m.). The short-wave oscillator is shown in ono of the photographs. One of the
thick plates of the air condenser may be noted at the
back, in front of the attendant. The associated
antenna is composed of. a rigid copper tube, supported

by the post in the middle of one of the upper views.
This antenna, also, is energised through a variable
series condenser, mounted outside the station building.

Re -broadcasting Experiments
Already the station has been picked up on its lower
frequency and re -broadcast in England by the B.B.C.

Its inauguration marks a further milestone

in the
development of t adio, and makes possible many more.
such experiments in international linking of broadcasting systems.

The oscillator frame of the 3,000 kc. transmitter. The
water cooling system is particularly elaborate on this set.
Note the single -turn variometer coil coupled to the main

Bound Brook, by the way, is within sight of the

multiple Transatlantic transmitting station of the Radio
Corporation of America, at New Brunswick, N.J.

inductance.
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Choke Amplifier
By JOHN W. BARBER.
Choke -coupled low -frequency amplifiers

are gaining in popularity at the present
time, and these notes have been prepared
to cover a number of the more important
points concerning their effective use, since

their behaviour differs in some respects
that of more familiar types.

from
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IOW -FREQUENCY amplification is a subject
which needs careful study if the best reproduction
is to be obtained, but in general very good signals'
will be obtainable, with good quality, if a few simple
rules are observed, and it is the purpose of these notes
to assist the, experimenter in obtaining the best quality
and volume from an amplifier employing choke coupling

between the note magnifying stages.

4,4

CIPOt'IP

Very powerful signals are to be handled, as mentioned
above:
These valves will deal with considerably

larger powers than the D.E.5B type, and with 12o

volts on the anode will require a negative grid bias of
four to six volts.

The Last Valve
Never use a valve of high amplification factor in

the last stage, since it is totally unsuitable for

An Advantage of the System
i shows a simple three -valve receiver, consisting of a detector valve followed by two stages of choke. coupled note magnification. It will be seen that the

method of coupling is similar to resistance capacity,
the resistance being replaced by a choke. The com-

paratively low direct -current resistance of the choke as

against that of the resistance obviates the necessity

the operation of a loud -speaker, for which purpose a
low -impedance power valve must be used if good
results are to be obtained. When dealing with
ordinary powers, then, use valves of the D.E.5B,
D.F.A.4, etc., class in the choke -coupled stages, with
a low -impedance power valve in the .last stage. With
higher powers, medium -impedance valves may be used

for such a high anode voltage as is required with

resistance coupling, this being a consideration which
greatly favours the choke amplifier.
Choice of Valves
A very important point in the successful operation of
a receiver is the choice of suitable valves, and in this
connection the correct course to adopt in most cases is
to employ a valve having a high amplification 'factor
as V2, due to the fact that the amplification obtained
by the choke system takes place solely in the valve

+1

itself.

It being desirable to employ special valves in the
choke. stages, care must be taken to ensure that the
correct type is used, and the D.E.5B may be mentioned as representative of the general type suitable for
this work. Grid bias of about one and -a-half volts
will be necessary with the valve mentioned, in order to
prevent grid current from flowing, and should be
applied in all cases.

Fig. 1.-A good choke -coupled circuit for comparatively
short distances. The capacity of the condenser C3 should
be the minimum value found to be effective as an H.F.
by-pass.

For Strong Signals
As this type of valve has a limited grid swing, it is.
not capable of handling very great volume, and should
it be desired to obtain the loudest possible signals, it
may be desirable in some cases to employ a valve with
a lower amplification factor but much larger permissible
grid swing in the choke -coupled stages. Such a valVe
may be found among the small power valves of
medium impedance. These, however, are only recommended for choke amplification in special cases where
642

in the choke -coupled stages, while a suitable valve for
the last stage is one of specially low impedance, such

as the D.E.5A.

The Chokes
The chokes themselves are of primary importance.
It is absolutely useless to employ special valves, and

to provide suitable high-tension supply and grid -bias
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voltage, if the choke coil itself is unsuitable. Chokes
of low impedance- are bound to result in disappointment and should be studiously avoided, a good safe
minimum value of inductance for use in choke -capacity
amplifiers being fifty henries.

A Conimon Misapprehension
A word here as to substitutes for commercial choke
coils may not be out of place. First, there is, in the
minds of many, a belief that secondary windings of
ordinary low -frequency transformers may be used as
chokes, while if the two windings are correctly joined
in series, quite satisfactory results may be obtained.
Let me state most emphatically that this is not the
case with the average transformer.
The vast majority of low -frequency transformers at.
present upon the market are totally unsuitable for use
as chokes, even when both windings are used, and it
may be of interest in this connection to state that,
during experiments with choke amplification prior to
publishing an article entitled " A Unit Choke Amplifier " in the Wireless Constructor, April, 1925, the
author tested every low -frequency transformer in his
possession, and none was found suitable, or in most
cases even tolerable.
The only real substitute which
he found for a commercial choke coil was that useful
article the Ford car ignition coil, the secondary of
which makes an excellent choke. Make certain, then,
that when building a choke amplifier you purchase
chokes of proved efficiency.

Coupling Condensers
The next point calling for attention is the insulation

The original single -stage choke amplifier described by

the author in " The Wireless Constructor," April, 1925,
issue.

resistance of the coupling condensers, These must be
of the best possible quality, as perfect insulation here

in which case it will be impossible to obtain clear tone.
from the loud -speaker.

is an essential if the purest tone is to be obtained.
It must, be remembered that these condensers, as.
- well as acting as the " pass -on " from one valve to
the next, also have to withstand the anode voltage,
and if the insulation is not beyond reproach, we are
faced with the possibility of the grid receiving a

The capacity of these coupling condensers is by no

means critical, any value from .007 µF upwards to
about .25 pF being suitable in practice. It is not

advisable to go below about .007 pF capacity, and the
author personally favours a condenser having a capacity
in the neighbourhood of

positive bias.

Effect of Poor Insulation

Grid Leaks
The author, in connection with previous articles on

This may be of sufficient magnitude either to reduce
or nullify the negative bias applied by external means,
if not actually to produce a definite positive voltage,

receivers employing choke coupling, has received many

letters to the effect that the amplifier portion worked

)'"71------1111111

Fig. 2.-If

self -oscillation
troubles are experienced
in a choke amplifier, a

3

remedy may be found in
L,

imr

C6

adjustment of the capacity
of C3, or the insertion of a

4

L.S.

radio frequency choke in
the grid lead of V3.

7
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such as the grid -leaks; until eventually a new grid
battery was substituted for the one in use, when the

just as well when the grid -leak was removed, and con-

siderable surprise has been expressed on this point.
The leak value recommended in such circuits is very
low, a usual value being half a megohm, while even
lower resistances, of the order of 8o,coo ohms, have
been used with quite good results. Such low resistance paths may easily be present accidentally in the
set. For instance, the panel may have been marked
out with a pencil, dust may have collected between
terminals, and so on, so that it is quite possible, as

trouble immediately disappeared !

Tone Control
It is always advisable to provide some form of tone
control device, and in a choke amplifier an alternative
method of control is available to that usually employed, namely, shunting the loud -speaker with a condenser; although this condenser may also be necessary.

It will he found that the tone can be lowered to

the desired degree by shunting the first choke with a
cendenser, the value,of which will be between .9695 P.F
and - ahout .002 ,uF in most cases.

Output Filters
The shunting, condenser across the loud -speaker
should preferably be- of the interchangeable variety, in
order that the most suitable value may be employed,
while in certain cases better reproduction may be
obtained if a filter circuit' is employed. This consists
of a choke coil connected between the high-tension

supply and the plate of the last valve, a condenser of
large capacity being joined between the plate and one
side of the loud -speaker, the other side of which is
joined to the side of the choke remote from the anode.
The usual tone control condenser may be joined across
the loud -speaker terminals, and if due care is taken in
the choice of condensers the resulting signals should
be of excellent quality.

Inter -action effects are usually less troublesome in choke

Volume Obtainable
It must be understood that a choke amplifier- will

amplifiers than in the transformer type, and therefore
less care is needed in spacing out the components.

not give the same volume, valve for valve, as the

readers have found, to dispense with the leak and still
obtain fairly good signals. Reproduction will usually,
however, be improved if such leakages are eliminated,
and the correct
intended.

grid -leak

employed

as

transformer amplifier, but against this must be set the
greater purity obtained in the former case. In cases
where greater volume than that obtained with two
choke stages is required, a. very -useful combination,
and one which can be adjusted. to give quite satisfactory resultS, consists of a transformer -coupled stage,

originally

Oscillation Troubles with Choke Amplifiers
Considerable -trouble may sometimes be experienced
with choke, amplifiers due to self -Oscillation at high.
frequency giving rise
a. grid -leak 'howl.
A Very!
simple and almost invariably effective cure for this is
to shunt the first choke Zr in Fig. 2 by a small fixed
This condenser should be of the
Condenser C3.
smallest capacity which is found to stop the howl completely. In some extreme cases it may be found that
to achieve the desired end this condenser must be so
large that it produces an objectionable alteration in
the quality of reproduction. An alternative can then

be found in the insertion of a large radio frequency
choke in the grid lead of V3 (Fig-.

2).

A Curious Fault

A rear view of a set incorporating two choke -coupled
L.F. valves which was described in the January
number of " Modern Wireless."

A certain choke amplifier in the author's possession

gave trouble of a peculiar form, the signals being

satisfactory for a short period, after which a form of
grid tick commenced, followed by a short howl, again
followed by another spell of 'good signals, the whole
cycle of operations being continuously repeated. This
caused the writer some anxiety, and a fair amount of
time was expended in endeavouring to discover the
cause.

It was at first thought that it was a form of

the high -frequency trouble previously mentioned, but
as the shunting condenser referred to failed to effect
a cure, this was decided not to be the case. Several
other things were investigated as being possible causes,

followed by a choke stage., By choosing a good trans-

former and suiting the valves to the circuit, a receiver

employing this system may easily be made to give
signals singularly free from

distortion,

and

will

undoubtedly appeal to those who desire fair volume
combined with purity. The effect of the transformer
stage is, of course, to give a somewhat higher amplification than would a choke stage, and consequently the
amplifier gives volume somewhat in excess of that
obtainable with an equivalent number of choke -coupled
stages.
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AERIAL COUPLING ARRANGEMEN S FOR
NEU RODYNE CIRCUITS

Vh

-Y]

By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.
The suitability of the aerial coupling circuit has a considerable bearing upon the efficiency of a neutrodyne
receiver, and deserves careful consideration.

S

VERYQNE who has used neutrodyne
receivers to any great extent must have
realised that the ideal receiver is one in

neutrodyne feed -back arrangement, which will; of
course, feed bay k: more energy .at the higher frequencies than at the lower.

put " over the whole of the tuning range

Effects. of the Aerial. Circuit
That the matter is not quite so simple as might
be inferred from a consideration of the points affect
ing these phenomena is unfortunately only too true,

which the neutralising: adjustment " stays

of the instrument. With a receiver which
conforms to 'this requirement, for example, if the

circuit is adjusted so that it is just below the edge
of self -oscillation, and, therefore, in its most sensi-

since it

must

be

remembered that - these ...circitits

will always be used in conjunction with some sort of
aerial and earth system. Upon connecting the aerial
and earth to such a receiver the position becomeS at

once eery much tors -e, s'inc'e -We have the aerial dainP-

ing affecting in a manner which may be altogether irregular the canditionS- in the Stabilised circuit and
upsetting still further the power of the neutralising
arrangement to maintain a constant adjustment over
the tuning range.
The Simplest Arrangement.
The simplest possible arrangement for coupling- the

to the receiving set is shown in
r, which will be seen to consist of the conven-

aerial and earth

tional parallel -tuned direct -coupled circuit with
Fig. 1. The direct coupled aerial is not often used in
neutrodynes because its degree of selectivity is low.

tive condition at any given point upon the range of

frequencies which it covers, it will be in precisely the

same condition at any other point upon its -tuning
range.

An Ideal

of course, is an 'ideal state of 'affairs, and as
such is very hard to realise in practice. With many
neutrodyne SetS it is found that if the aerial and earth
are removed, and the neutralising adjustment so
placed that the set does- not oscillate at one end of
the tuning range, it \vat either oscillate strongly at
the other 'end or be found to be some distance below
the oscillation point.
Hence, it has to be assumed that the set will not
maintain ItseE.' in its most- sensitive condition over
its whole tuning range, and to make certain that even
the weakest of signals are picked up, it is usually
necessary to make slight readjustments of the neutra-

the

now popular method of neutralisation 'control from a
split primary high frequency transformer. In this
arrangement the aerial damping will be added to that
normally existing in the first tuned circuit, and will
affect the neutradvne control to -a considerable extent,
but it will do so in a more or less regular manner
over the whole of the tuning scale.
Lack of Selectivity
Such variations as there may be in its effect as the

tuning of the circuit is varied are not as a rule very

V I(
-c2
V,

B2

lising controlc. as searching proceeds.

The Reasons
It is not perhaps surprising that most neutrodyne

circuits should, behave in this way, when it is remembered that valve circuji in general oscillate more
freely at the lower end o [heir condenser scales, as
witness- the familiar behaviour

of

a

single valve

reaction set, and there are, of course, other contributory causes in a neutrodyne circuit. "rhesi effects
may in- some neutrodyne receivers be modified by
the fact that a magnetic coupling is involved in the

B,

Fig. 2.-The auto -coupled arrangement is particularly
prone to cause variations in the neutrodyne adjustment.

great, and if this arrangement were free from certain
other defects, it would undoubtedly be one of the
most effective possible ways of. using a neutrodyne
scheme. As a matter of fact, this arrangement is
not an effective way of making use of the neutrodyne
circuit, since in general it will not oscillate at all
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with a full-size aerial, except possibly at very low
settings of the aerial condenser, and therefore the
point of n_ neutralising- scheme is rather lost, since

A Warning
In practice, therefore, the smallest possible number
of turns should be used. which is consistent with
reasonably good signal strength.
Any sacrifice in
signal strength which results may be somewhat offset
in the estimation of the user by the fact that a direct
gain in selectivity follows. Incidentally, I should like
to add that recent experimental work- has convinced
me that it is not. good practice to use a fixed tapping
point upon such a circuit, when it is remembered how
wide is the frequency band which it is now required
to cover in a broadcast receiver.

it may be found to be altogether unnecessary.

Lightly Damped Circuits
The selectivity of the whole arrangement its
poor as a rule, and it is rarely used. The

EVen with a relatively small number of turns in
the primary circuit there will still be a difference in
the amount of energy transferred back to the aerial
at the. opposite ends of the tuning scale, or,' to put
the matter somewhat differently,_ the effect of the
aerial damping will be different at different tuning

V.
mco

adjustments.

Back Transference EffeCts
The diagram reproduced in Fig. 3 is intended to
illustrate this point more clearly by showing the
amount of energy transferred back into the aerial
circuit from the secondary at different settings of the
secondary tuning condenser. The actual curve given

iv

800
1000
700
900
Frequency of Secondary
Fig. 3. -Illustrating the amount of energy transferred
from secondary to aerial at various frequencies.
300

is more or less imaginary, but it may be taken to
convey a fairly truthful account of the sort of thing
which can happen under practical conditions.

natural attraction of a neutrodyne circuit is to be
found in the fact that one can use one of the lightly

In drawing this diagram it was assumed that the
resonant frequency of the primary circuit was in the

damped primary and secondary tuning schemes which

neighbourhood of 1,200 kilocycles, and it will be seen

confer a much higher degree of selectivity, without
trouble from self -oscillation on the part of the high
frequency valve, and we will consider now how the
aerial damping affects the neutralising- adjustment in

how very widely the amount of energy transferred
back to the aerial varies over the tuning range of

boo to r,000 kilocycles, which is, of course, a measure

of the degree to which the aerial damping is transferred to the secondary circuit, and in that circuit

such cases.

affects the neutrodyne adjustment.

Effect of Auto -Coupling
The simplest of these schemes is shown in Fig. 2,
and it will be seen to consist of the familiar auto Coupled arrangement. It has been shown that in this
scheme the number of turns included in the aerial
circuit has actually a tuning effect upon that circuit,
the. coupling of the primary and secondary being so

- Tight Coupling
The indUctivelY-coupled type of circuit with a
roughly -tuned primary, sometimes called a semi -

tight that a d6uble-humped resonance curve is obtained

upon varying the pr'mary turns, and, further, that
when the primary circuit actually comes into reson-

ance with the received. signal, signal strength beconies
poor, selectiVity is loW, and the damphig of the aerial
circuit has a heavy effect upon the secondary.

It. will be seen at once that if the circuit is neutrodyned correctly for a frequency widely removed from

that of resonance with the primary circuit, upon re-

tuning to the resonant frequency in question the aerial

damping will have a very much greater effect upon
the secondary and the neutrodyning adjustment will
he completely upset.

Fig. 4.-A variable coupling between aerial and secondary
may assist in, maintaining a constant neutrodyne
adjustment.

A Dangerous Method
It will be seen that the arrangement is often a
decidedly dangerous one for neutrodyne work unless

aperiodic aerial circuit, conforms fairly closely :to the
auto -mulled type in its behaviour in the respect
which we arc at the moment considering.
Provided that the coupling between the primary and
secondary is sufficiently tight for the rough -tuning

considerable care is taken in the choice of the number

of turns to be included between aerial and earth.

In actual practice this statement, reduces to the practical rule that the number of turns in the aerial
circuit must be so low that there is no risk whatever
of tuning that circuit to one of the received frequencies

properties of the primary to be utilised in the ordinary manner, this circuit corresponds very closely to

at either end of the tuning scale.

the auto -coupled one, and the same arguments in regard
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to the effect of the primary damping upon the secondary
circuit hold good.

A Valuable Method
When a really weak degree of coupling

Use of Variable Coupling
One of these circuits is illustrated in Fig. 4, and
it will be seen that a possible variation of coupling
between primary and secondary is indicated therein.

possible to so adjust it -that it holds its neutrodyne
adjustment reasonably well over the whole tuning
range. I should add, in 'passing, that the arrange-,
merit of a really weak degree of coupling is by no
means so easy a matter as one is apt to suppose:

This is sometimes found convenient, since it enables
one to compensate for the different effects of the aerial
damping upon different tuning adjustments, so that
one setting of the neutrodyne condenser can be made

The Mere placing of a pair of coils in a two -coil holder

at a wide angle is by no means sufficient to achieve'.
the desired end. In the course of experiments which
I recently conducted upon the resonance properties of
certain typical circuits', .I found that with two coils
well-known make in an- ordinary two -coil holder
a double -humped resonance curve was actually being
produced until the coils were at a,little more than right

to serve for the whole tuning range. Nevertheless,
this is adding another adjustment to the set, and thus
we have lost the desirable condition of a " stay put "
receiver.

Adjustment of Turns
The same arguments as to the turn numbers of
the primary circuit apply as before, and it would

ano-les to each other !

seem that one of the best schemes here is either,

to use a tapped coil or to provide a socket for a

plug-in inductance, one of the ordinary standard types
being employed. Any change of turns in the primary
circuit will again affect the neutrodyne control to

-

weak, the effect of the aerial damping still has a considerable influence upon the secondary, and, therefore, when the primary is detuned from the secondary
the back -transference of energy is reduced, and the

is again necessary.

Imperfect as it is, the circuit illustrated in Fig. 4

probably represents the best method of aerial coupling-

.

Fig.

c.-9

5. - The

63

And Its Drawbacks
The drawback to this type of circuit is to be found

in the fact that, unless the coupling is really excessively -

some extent, and it may be found that readjustment

63

be

can

arranged between primary and secondary this arrange.
ment becomes a particularly gqod one, and it is

VIE

L,

C4

fully -tuned

Cs

primary and secondary circuit possesses considerable
advantages in a neutrodyne

C2

RI

receiver.

B, -=--

-r

3

63

63

of those yet considered, sirice by means of a suitable choice of primary coils and possibly an. adjustment

circuit will probably . oscillate.

If the neutralising
adjustment is so arranged that this does not take place
the amount of back -transference of energy- which takes
place when -both circuits are in tune flattens the

the coupling between primary- and secondary,

possible to secure such a combination as will give a very fair practical degree of uniformity of
it is

tuning considerably; in other words, the amount of

neutrodyne adjustment.

natural reaction which is permitted is less than would
be beneficial.

A Neglected Circuit
At the present time it is sornew.hat Unusual to see

Conclusion

any consideration given to the old-fashioned separately
tuned loose -coupled primary and secondary type of
circuit, but this arrangement has certain valuable
advantages for neutrodyne purposes. A typical circuit, making use of separately tuned primary and
secondary, is given in Fig. 5,- which, will be seen
to incorporate a particularly effective method of neutrodyne control. The degree of energy transference
between primary and secondary and back from . secondary to primary, the. latter being the effect which

To sum up this brief survey, it would seem that
of the simpler types of circuits, the tightly -coupled
roughly -tuned primary is to be preferred, that the fully:.

tuned primary and secondary with extremely weak
coupling is probably the most effective, but -against

this must be set the fact that an additional tuning
control is introduced. 7 his perhaps is not quite so

seric-us a matter as it would at first sight seem, since
the tuning of the.. aerial circuit will usually not be
particularly sharp.
One cannot escape the conclusion that for neutrodyne purposes, at least, we really want a new method
of coupling the aerial which shall give a reduced
amount of damping in some form of secondary circuit,
and. which shall yet impose a. _substantially' constant
clamping load at all frequencies.
.

causes the imposition of the aerial damping upon the
secondary, is, of course, dependent to some extent
upon the frequency of reception, but if this coupling.
is made sufficiently weak to produce the desired
amount of selectivity, the effect in question. is reduced
to a very marked extent.
647
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An Oscfflato

Coupler for KDKA
By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL.

One of the great attractions of the superheterodyne
receiver is the ease with which it may be adapted
to work on the higher frequencies. In these notes

the author gives the necessary data as to turn
numbers for melting such a cwersion in a very
simple manner.
111144144411144-4 44444444414 4/.

14-4111 4 1 4

ITI-I its effective amplification at all frequencies

the supersonic heterodyne receiver becomes a
practical proposition for reception on the short.
waves, and much interesting work can be done with
its aid.

Amplification Difficulties on Short Waves

-

It is a recognised fact that ordinary high -frequency
amplification on frequencies in the neighbourhood of
5,000 kc. (6o metres) is, with our present knowledge
of the art, hopelessly inefficient, the effects of inter electrode capacity, together with stray couplings, both'
capacitative and magnetic, rendering the set practically inoperative.

" Straight " H.F. Methods
About two years ago, when KDKA (the Westinghouse station at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania) was working
on approximately 3,000 kc. (too metres), a fair degree
of

success

was attained

by

The finished coupler. Note that the turns of the
windings are slightly spaced.
114-4-4 4-4 .4-4,4- ÷ 4-44- 1-4-1-4- 4- 4-44-

-4P-4-

4-4. -4-

certain expert radio

engineers with sets employing straight high -frequency
amplification, one well-known authority obtaining
promising results by means of two tuned anodes
stabilised by a non -inductive resistance in series with
the anode of each H.F. valve. The results obtained

with these two stages were said to be equal to those
obtained with one ordinary tuned' anode on the normal
broadcast band.
Grid Co/I

Anode Coil

Since these experiments the general tendency seems
to have been to revert to the Reinartz type of circuit,
consisting of a detector valve and one or more stages

of low -frequency 'magnification.

With the increased popularity of the supersonic

heterodyne receiver on the broadcast band, however,
One's thoughts naturally turn to the adaptation of the
supersonic method
frequencies.

to

reception

on

the

higher

Modification of Existing Superheterodynes

I

The writer having had some considerable practical
experience with supersonic reception on the broadcast
band, decided to turn his attention to the modification
of an existing receiver to meet the requirements of
reception on 5,000 kc. The decision was made partly
from the desire to investig-ate the possibilities of the
supersonic principle on these high frequencies and
partly with a view to. making a comparison with the
ordinary detector valve -note magnifier method.

27
=m.o. a.m..

216

Details of the plug-in arrangement used by the author.
The connections from the moveable grid coil pass to the
pins via two metal strips inside the outer tube.

The Set Used
The supersonic receiver chosen was the smaller of
the two in use at the time, and consisted of a detector

Recent Tendencies
Such a method, although deserving favourable com-

ment, can only be described as a " losser " method,

and it is extremely doubtful if such means would meet

with any degree of success on frequencies of the
5,000 kc. order.

648

valve followed by two beat tone stages, a second

'detector, and a stage of low -frequency magnification.
The beat tone stages comprised three Silver -Marshall
transformers (the beat frequency filter and two intermediate transformers) peaking at a frequency of
55.6 kc. (approximately 5,400 metres).
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The circuit under discussion is a very simple one.

Tl, T2 and T3 are the intermediate frequency coupling units.

The Oscillator
A separate oscillator of the plug-in type (actually
one of MessrS: pcto-Scott's standard oscillators with

in tuning in KDKA at overpowering strength on the
telephones without any low -frequency amplification..

The Aerial

the grid coil tuned and the turns suitably adjusted) was
employed, the pick -Up coil being- connected in the grid
circuit before the grid condenser.
At the writer's request 'Messrs. Veto -Scott made up
another oscillator suitable for the higher frequencies

A small indoor aerial was used, consisting of a
length of No. 20 enamelled wire stretched across a
room on the ground floor, uninsulated apart from the
enamel covering, and the ordinary earth system. It
was also found that a Gambrell a/2 coil used as the
grid inductance with five turns of No. 22 s.w.g. d.c.C.
wire wound very roughly, hank fashion, around the

to plug straight into their standard base.

This Oscillator coupler is of a non-standard pattern,

the ebonite former having a smaller diameter than

outside, would just tune in KDKA on the extreme

that of the ordinary broadcast type, and being threaded

lower end of the scale of the .0005 µF condenser.

to enable a spaced winding to be employed. The
pick-up coil is threaded also and rotates inside the
oscillator grid coil, making contact with two pins at
the base by means of brass strips.

Adjustment of Turns
Since with the oscillator as described KDKA came
in at about one-third of the oscillator condenser, an

Short -Wave Windings

To commence with, nine turns of No. 22 s.w.g.

d.S.c. wire were wound in the threads to form the
grid coil, which was tuned by a .000s !LP variable

condenSer

(an

lgranic square -law pattern with

a

National " Velvet Vernier " dial fitted to it), and the
anode coil consisted of ten turns of the same gauge
wire. The pick-up coil had eight turns.

Oscillator Valve
Using a D.E.5 valve as an oscillator, and with a
snitabie adjustment of the pick-up coil, no difficulty
Was

found- in obtaining

fairly uniforrn

although the well-known " clicking " effect, which
denotes the cessation of oscillation, was noticeable at
a few. settings. of the .oscillator.comIenser.

This effect

This unit with its interchangeable primary is used as the
aerial and secondary coupler.

was eliminated by reducing the pick-up coil turns to
six -and 'carefully adjusting its position.

attempt was made to get lower by reducing the number
of turns on the grid and anode coils. The number of

Aerial Tuning Circuits

turns at present in use are six for both coils, and

Using a coil of. eight turns of IS
d.c.c. wire
on a 3 -inch ' former, roughly wound, tuned by a
.0005 ,i(F. variable condenser for the grid coil of the
first detector circuit and an " aperiodic " aerial coil of

there are four turns on 'the pick-up coil.

Tuning Range
It is difficult to say how low the oscillator will
function efticientiv, but the writer has not yet been
successful in tuning in NATGY on approximately

twelve turns.of No. 22 s.w.g. d.c.c. on a small X -former

inserted inside the grid coil, no difficulty was found
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the best results are obtained with the oscillator condenser set to the lower heterodyne position for any

7,500 kc. (40 metres). A number of amateurs working on frequencies above KDKA can be received, however, but it would appear that the stray capacity effects
present in the existing arrangement limit the frequency

given

station.

On

frequencies around 5,000 kc.

(6o metres) the reverse is the case.
The valves used are as follows :-First detector, D.E.513. type, so volts H.T.
Oscillator, D.E.5 type, 30-45 volts H.T.
Intermediate stages, B.5 type, 45 volts H.T. and
1.5 volts negative grid bias.
Second detector, B. type, 45 volts H.T.
L. F. stage, D.E.5 type, 120 volts H.T. and 6 volts
grid bias.
Other typos of valves would probably work quite

In addition to this, the type of oscillator
described begins to function in .a rather " patchy "
manner on the lower end of its condenser.
range.

Loud -Speaker Requireinents
With one stage of.. low -frequency magnification
KDKA works a loud -speaker quite -.Well during his
" dinner hour " concert (commencing- at 11.30 p.m.,

G.M.T.), slightly increased volume. being obtained by
the use of the big outdoor aerial with a ..odoo5 µF air
dielectric condenser in series. It would appear, how-

ever, that the best results would be obtained with a
vertical wire about 35 ft. high, or perhaps higher if
convenient.

Pick-up Coil

Present Conditions
KDKA at the present time is very easily received,

his transmissions being remarkable for their complete
absence of distortion, the only trouble, in fact, being
the regular and rapid fading which takes place.
With a supersonic receiver it seems that KDKA

can be received at any time (luring his periods of

The connections, of the oscillator unit. The " pick-up "
coil is the one connected in series with the grid lead of
the first detector valve.

working, the " children's hour " before the dinner hour

well, but the use of a low -impedance valve with a
high emission seems to be important in the case of
the oscillator.

Alternative Methods
It may possibly be thought that the construction 'of
the oscillator coupler is a somewhat difficult matter,
but this is not the case. It is not absolutely essential
that the turns should be spaced on a threaded former,
as shown, although the grooves certainly have the
advantage of facilitating the adjustment of the number
of turns, the 22 s.w.g. wire retaining its position
without special precautionary measures, such as wax
or varnish.

So long as the main dimensions are not departed
from, ordinary double cotton -covered wire could be
used without spacing, and, in addition, the gauge of
wire need not be identical with that mentioned.

Plug-in Arrangements
The spacing of the pins on the base in the case of
those for the grid and anode coils conforms to the
usual standard valve socket arrangement, and the
distances can be set off with the aid of a valve tem-

The pins for the pick-up coil connections may
be spaced at some arbitrary distance from the centre
of the base, the actual dimensions being relatively
plate.

A nearer view of the aerial and secondary unit which
shows that the thick wire used gives a spacing effect by
virtue of its springiness.

unimportant.

Alternatively, terminals could be used throughout,
although such a procedure would, of course, make

programme having been listened to on several occasions
with the arrangement deScribed.

interchangeability difficult.

Pick-up Winding

Ease of Operation

The number of turns on the grid coil must be
adjusted to suit the intermediate frequency transformers in use, those on the anode being 'such as
to ensure steady oscillation over the complete range

Tuning is delightfully simple, and hand -capacity

effects.are conspicuous by their absence.

One point

is interesting to note. On the ordinary broadcast
band, with the particular receiver under discussion,

of settings of the oscillator condenser.
'05o
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LISSENIUM

Build yourself
`Heavy Duty'

The `Lissen' Reed Attachment
(patent pending).
Price if-.

LOUD SPEAKER
THE NEW

LISSENOLA LOUD
SPEAKING UNIT invites you to put
power through it because it has been made
to stand power-we recommend you to use
a Power Valve for your last stage of Low

Frequency Amplification-don't be afraid
of power --you are building no miniature

Showing method of attaching Reed
to the Lissen' Loud Speaking Unit.

loud speaker when you build with the
Lissenola Unit.

That is why we show you

how to build a BIG HORN.
WITH each Lissenola Unit you are given a full
size exact pattern of a big, proved horn, and clear
instructions how to put it together-it will cost
you a few pence only and when completed your
Loud Speaker will compare with the best, because
the electro magnetic sound reproducing mechan-

ism of the Lissenola is concentrated in the most
effective manner yet achieved.

BY using the Lissen Reed you can adapt the

Lissenola to carry any conical diaphragm or any
other diaphragm working on the reed principle.
So many alternatives of sound reproduction are
now open to you that you will have endless enjoyment out of your Loudspeaker-and at a record
in low price.

The complete Unit with ' Lissen'
Reed attached ready to receive a
cone-or any other diaphragm
working on the reed principle.

--

MAKE THIS TEST- BEFORE YOU BUY

:

Go to your nearest dealer-ask him to put on the best
loud speaker in his stock-then have the horn put on
the LISSENOLA-keep the input voltage the same, no
matter how high

AND SEE IF YOU CAN NOTICE ANY DIFFERENCE.

LISSEN
LIMITED
LISSENIUM WORKS,
30-32, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY
'Phone:
Richmond 2285 (4 lines).

'Grams:
"Lissenium, 'Phone, London."

LISSENOLA
LOUD SPEAKING
UNIT
(Paiene Pending.)

PRICE 13/6 ONLY
If with LISSEN REED, 14;'6
The LISSEN R EED (Patent Pending) is sold
separately for 11- - takes only a moment to fit.

THE LISSENOLA FITS THE TONE
ARM OF ANY GRAMOPHONE turning it into a Radio Loud Speaker.
Your dealer will gladly demonstrate-If
he is out of stock send Postal Order direct.

YOU CAN USE POWER VALVES WITH THE LISSENOLA
AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS WEEKLY " IS A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION TO BUYERS.
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Tuned Supersonic Transformer
The
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Supersonic
circuit
more
efficient
makes
any
O
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THE success obtained from the construction of a SuperO
0
sonic Receiver depends entirely on the efficiency of the
O
0
components used in its construction. CD Supersonic
0
Units fully maintain the reputation enjoyed by C) products.
O
0
O
0
The (83 Supersonic Intermediate Transformer gives
O
0
enormous amplification of the frequency accepted by the
O
0
Filter, at the same time retaining all the original qualities of
0
the transmission.
O
0
O
0
The (*B Supersonic Filter Transformer by a specially
0
designed winding in conjunction with the incorporated tuning
O
_0
condenser gives a high degree of selectivity, whilst still
0
CD, H.F. Transformers
retaining the " SIDEBANDS."
O
0
O
0
The AR Autodyne Unit, in conjunction with the *j
O
0
Reactor, will provide the offset or heterodyning frequency.
0
The final result-Perfectly Amazing and Amazingly Perfect.
0
Supersonic (Intermediate or Filter) Transformer
No extra charge for matching if
0
with tuning condenser. Base Type (as illustrated) or
O
0
Plug-in Type (fitted with standard pins). 21/. each.
2/.
Autodyne Unit complete with Reactor and
O
0
Barrel only in carton ..
The H.F. Damper
0
O
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0
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O
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eight guide pins and three interchangeable barrels
covering all wavelengths
each
0
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0
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Trcnsforn-er that made
H.F. Amplifiertioi popular."

Supplied in six ranges of wavelengths covering EO to 7,000 metres.
Price 10/- each.
With H.F. Dan -per I2/. etch.
Special Neutrodyne Units & Superheterodyne Couplers also supplied.

requested when ordering.

H.F. Damper, P, ice,
is a device
which, when inserted in the central
hole of the H.F. Transformer
stabilises a circuit which otherMH

one
21/- each
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High -Frequency

Chokes and their
Construction
:7-E The H.F. choke is one of the easiest of

rt; all components to make, the simplest
types of winding serving the purpose as
:=± effectively as the most elaborate constructions.

i[Bill11.11111iIILIWIllii1111111.11iM11111111i11116,i11WHIH1111111'

HERE

seem to be
quite a number of
experimenters w h o

would not hesitate to
embark upon the construction of an elaborate multi -valve set, yet who regard
a high -frequency choke as something rather mysterious which it is

Safer to buy, because they do not
possess

sufficient

knowledge

of

Correct turn numbers and construction to make it for themselves. As
A matter of fact, of course, to construct high -frequency chokes for
oneself is the simplest of matters ;
all that is required being a very
general understanding of the prin-

cipal requirements and the necessary shillingsworth or so of wire
and a little patience.
The Requirements

The requirements in a high -frequency choke are simple : it must
be of a sufficient inductance to provide the required impedance at the

"A piece of tube, a small quantity of wire, and a little patience."
which it is not advisable to go lest

the choke loses its efficacy.
Turn Numbers

To obtain an idea of the correct
sizes of choke coils for various pur-

poses, we will consider first what

is probably the commonest applica-

tion of the choke in amateur practice, viz., in a Reinartz circuit for
reception upon the broadcast band
of frequencies.

For this purpose a standard plug-

in coil of iso turns as a minimum

will serve, a No. 200 being slightly
to be preferred. Any larger size
is satisfactory, but -a greater inductance than that given by a No. 200
is not necessary. If these sizes are

kept in mind,

it will

serve as a

basis for comparison with the other
types _of coil which -we shall be
considering. later.
The Simplest Construction

For the broadcast frequencies,
then, at any rate in the Reinartz

circuit, what we must do is to produce a coil having an inductance
very roughly equivalent to that of
a No. 200 standard plug-in coil
wound upon some system which
gives a reasonably low self -capacity.
The simplest coil of all is, of course,

The simple hank coil is perfectly
effective as a choke, and is par-

ticularly easy to wind and mount in
the set.

frequency at which it is to work,
and its self -capacity must be reasonably low. The required inductance

will, of course, vary according to
the purpose to which the choke is,
to be put, and it will in each case
be' a minimum value above which
no improvement results, and below

that known as a " hank " winding,
and it is easy to make one of these
coils which shall be equivalent turn
for turn to a

standard

plug-in .

inductance, by making it of the
same mean diameter as the coil
with which it is being compared.
If the finished hank has. a mean
diaineter of about 2; in., it will be,
found that if it is wound with 200
turns it will be fairly closely equivalent in inductance to a standard No.
200 plug-in coil, and this method of
65t

winding has the great attraction of
simplicity and ease of construction
to commend it. Hank coils can be
quite easily wound by hand-that is
to say, without the aid of any
former-and the operation is rendered considerably easier if an
assistant pays the wire off from the.
bobbin as winding proceeds.
A Surprisingly Efficient Coil

The hank coil is a surprisingly
efficient one, in that its capacity is
fairly low, and its high -frequency
resistance is low compared with
that of many more elaborate
systems of winding. For radio
frequency choke purposes upon the
ordinary broadcast frequencies it is
extremely convenient, since it is

especially easy to mount in a set
by fastening it down on the base-

board by means of a strip of ebonite
through which a screw is passed at

the centre.
Th.e winding of the
coil is a simple matter by hand, as
has been explained, but it may, if
preferred, be wound upon an empty
jam jar, the finished hank being

slipped off when the winding has
been completed, and bound with
tape or merely with the ends of the
wire to prevent it from coming
adrift.
Low Resistance Unnecessary
The high -frequency resistance of
hank coils is fairly. low, as has been

mentioned, but this is a potint of
minor importance in connection with

chokes, and it may therefore be
decided that the gauge of wire to
be used may be dictated largely by
convenience, and not by its effect
upon the resistance of the coil: In
general, therefore, it is customary
to use quite fine gauges, regardless
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Short -Wave Requirements
work
For short-wave

of the effect upon the shape or
resistance of the coil, No. 30 or 32
being
covered
eminently suitable for the hank
type.
The Single -Layer Type
double

cotton

requirements in a choke coil
somewhat more severe than upon
the broadcast frequencies, and the
greatest care is necessary to reduce
the self -capacity of the winding to

Those who like to make a particularly neat job of all their constructional work will be well

deal more care in design and conthe
are

Certain
reasonable proportions.
types of winding- arc therefore to be

ad -

struction than those

used in a

receiving set, since they have to
carry more considerable currents
and also they have to withstand
high -frequency voltages of much

greater magnitude. Their current carrying capacity must therefore be
adequate, and they' must he capable
of 'withstanding considerable voltages across their turns and between
the ends of.the winding.
The ordinary multi -layer types are

therefore practically ruled out, and
indeed they would in any case be
unnecessary, in view of the. fact
that most .transmission is done in
these clays on quite short waves,
where only_a small number of turns
is required in the chokes.
Advantages of Single -Layer Chokes

It is probably easiest to make a

really sound and reliable job with a
single layer winding, but considerable care should be exercised in

choosing a former upon which to
Those constructors who like elaborate work for its own sake may adopt
any of the recognised types of multi -layer windings.

vised to construct a single -layer

preferred to others, the single layer
being probably the most effective
and at the same time convenient to
work with.
The number of turns required

choke, this also being a particularly
easy type to produce. All that is

required is a small piece of card-

board or ebonite tube, say, 2 inches
in diameter, a small quantity of fine
wire and the usual amount of
patience. Really fine gauges of
Wire are suitable, say No. 32 or 34,
preferably silk -covered in order
that the finished winding may.
Occupy as small a space as possible.
Upon a 2 -in. tube 300 turns are
indkated. The necessary length ,.of
the tube shOuld be ascertained by

wind the coil. Since it is remembered .that one end of the coil may
be at a very considerable high -frequency potential to earth, it is well

to choose a material for the tube
with

reasonably

dielectric

low

losses: some experimenters even go

so far as to say that a

skeleton

upon a choke for a short-wave

Reinartz receiver is a somewhat
variable matter and will rarely
exceed fifty. . The effect of the size

of the choke seems a little indeterminate in short wave sets, since- it
certainly, has an unexpected bearing
upon. the satisfactory operation or
otherwise of theset, and also affects

consultatiOri of a turns per inch:
table, after a decision upon the

gauge of Wire. to be used, which .is.

the frequency range to which, the d

circuit

of the receiver

will

tune:- A certain amount of experimenting 7 - should

therefOre

be

largely a matter of the particnlar , regarded
necessary in any indisize" which you happen to have vidua. set, and -for this-. reason it is

sometimes recommended that a
socket be provided for' plug-in coils

available.

Other Types
For work upon the ordinary
broadcast frequencies,- as-lias' been
stated, alinost any- sort of- winding

to be used, those of a really good
Make being quite effective for this

pOrpose.

will serve for a choke and any of

.

kind, of winding which the experimenter finds easiest to carry out. The number of turns for any given
syStem will be very much the same
provided that care is taken to
arrange that the mean diameter of
the turns of the finished coil shall

be about 21 in., this being the
standard figure for plug-in coils.

coil -Whit -1i
.

is eminently suitable -for

short-wave choke winding is the
It is easily made in small
sizes, only a few minutes being:
oecupied in its construction, and it
basket.

gives the required low capacity
It is preferably left
winding.
" dry."- and tied together with
thread.
Transmitting Chokes
High -frequency chokes for trans-

mitting purposes call for a good
652

The basket coil is particularly suitable

for short-wave work, and is very quickly
.

:An alternative to the single laver

the recognised types of multi -layer
coils will serve, such as the lattice,
boneYcomb, slab, etc., and it is

largely a matter of the particular

The Basket Coil as a Choke

wound in the small sizes needed for
such a purpose.

former should always be used, and
Perhaps

this is a wise course..
Probably ore of the best chokes can
therefore be constructed by using a
skeleton former such as one of those
sold for the so-called " low -loss "
Coils, and winding this with the.
reqnired number of turns of a

moderately robust gauge of wire,
say No. 24, preferably enamelled.

G. P. K.
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`SHORT-WAVE
Notes & News
HE writer of these notes
suffered a severe shock

last week when, less

than twelve hours after
writing ". Short -Wave
Notes and News " for
last week's issue, he listened on the
6,667 Ice. band. He had just made
the statement that Transatlantic
conditions were thoroughly bad, and

recently. by coming through at very
good strength at about i8.00
G.M.T. He works on 6,667. kc. and

sounds just like the European stations working on that frequency,
except that he is, perhaps, a little
stronger.
He should provide a
good " half -way " station for low -

that BZ-IAB had been the only

logged

Chinese station that we have yet

heard.

News from Palestine

eighty-five

Various stations with call -signs
beginning with " 6Z " are now
operating on Government work in
Palestine. 6ZK and 6ZM are those
most frequently heard, and they
work with -GHB and GHA (Malta).
R.A.F. tests form a prominent part

Americans in about an hour !
A Sudden Change

This was on Tuesday, January
12, and the good conditions held

until the following Friday, when the
American signals began to die away
again. Several 5th district stations
(chiefly in Alabama and Texas,
nearly 4,500 miles distant) were

of their schedules, and they have
already been heard in New Zealand.

heard at equal strength with the

2KF 's Latest

nearer East Coast stations.
Apparently this bears out the remarks made some time ago. about
the relation between low tempera-

2KF has worked Australian 5BG,
of Dulwich, South Australia, this

being A-5BG's first contact with
this country.
2 LZ worked him

ture and good reception

on the
higher frequencies.
The Irish Intermediate
We have had a note from a reader

to the effect that the Irish Free

shortly after.

One of the special features of the new
high power broadcasting station at

Bound Brook, N.J., is the elaborate

of course, impossible to print a com-

power transmitters who find it diffi-

pletely revised list for the sake of
In this
one altered intermediate.
connection we should be glad to
learn of the whereabouts of certain
using the intermediate
and NA -1G
NA-rQ
were heard on the afternoon of Sunday, January 17.
A Surprise

stations

" NA."

C-8AR, the only Newfoundland
station working, startled Europeans

2KF has also worked

0-A6N once again, and several
new " O's " (South African) have

State uses the intermediate " GW,"
not " IR." He apparently has not
seen the correction which appeared

in an issue shortly after the list of
intermediates was published. It is,

termediate point, than by direct
transmission. Two messages have
thread) arrived via the route FI8QQ (Saigon, Indo-China), Z-2AC,
F-8JN, G-5KU, G-2NM. It is

nals arc much more easily received
in this country than those from an)

ing of the cold weather, they improved until they were better than
the writer ever remembers them
He

ease, using New Zealand as an in-

certain that the New Zealand sig.

station heard.
Immediately after, with the com-

before.

A Link with China
We hear from G-5KU that
messages from China are apparently
elayed to Europe with much greater

nature of the aerial tuning devices. The
variable condensers are seen here, with
the small electric motors used to control
them from a distance.

cult to work the U.S.A. reliably.

We hear that zNM has already
Worked him, on telephony.

Further Work with Panama
Several other stations have made
contact with 99X (Cocosolo,
Panama) mentioned in these notes a
sl7ort time ago, among them being

2KW, who is putting out a signal
worthy of his call -sign !
653

In en heard in this country.
Good Work in the Netherlands

Some useful work has recently

been done on the 6,667 kc. band by
certain Dutch amateurs, who, calling in the services of other operators,
have arranged almost continuous
twenty -four-hour tests to attempt to
determine the best time of the day
for communication over a given
distance. We hope to publish some
definite data on these tests later.

QRA's FOUND AND
WANTED
Exigencies of space compel us to
hold over this week's list of
addresses.
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AN IMPRS VISED

APE IODIC TRANSFORMER
The semi-aperiodic type of H.F. transformer receives very little
attention nowadays, but for certain special purposes it is quite a
useful component.

pRESENT-DAY tendencies in
development of high -frequency
amplification run mostly in the

direction of tuned stages, with or

without some schenie of negative reaction to prevent self -oscillation, and

we are rather apt to forget another
systeni ' .of coupling which has in

certain cases some very solid advantages. The system of coupling referred to. is that which employs an
aperiodic (or, more correctly, semiaperiodic) transformer.
The principal attraction about
these semi-aperiodic methods of intervalve coupling- is to be found in

the. fact that with their aid a stage

of high -frequency amplification can
be added to a receiver without add-

The Starting Point
Most of us have lying about one
or two of the standard tuned type

of high -frequency transformers, and
with the aid of one of these -a very
effective ,semi-aperioclic type can be
improVised, the result being to. etre
the desired interchangeability with:.

out any constructional 'work upon
'the part of the experimenter.
To convert one .of the standard
tuned types of H. F. transformers to
the semi-aperiodic variety, it is only

'necessary to rewind it with a suitable) number of turns of fine resistance wire, and for the purpose
No. 40 single silk -covered Eureka
or similar material will suit quite

ing another tuning control, and a

particularly useful application of

I.P.

such untuned intervalve couplings

may be found in the superheterodyne
receiver.
O. P.

Application to Superheterodynes

A superheterodyne, of course, in
practiCally every . case, already incorporates two tuning controls,

which are, as a rule, particularly

critical, and the addition of a third

tuning control for the purpose of

securing a stage of high -frequency

r

ANODE

.000/p F

The scheme of connections recommended.

well.

It can also be done by the

use of a still finer gauge, say No. 42
or 44, of copper wire, but since such
wire is considerably more difficult to
wind, the resistance variety is
recommended.
Rewinding

Rewinding one of these transformers is usually quite a simple
matter. First take out then pins,

and then it will generally be ,found
that the beginning and end of the*
primary and secondary Winding's can
be identified quite easily. Start unwinding the secondary from the
The first step is to take out the pins
and remove the existing winding.

finishing end, and Carefully count

the number of turns in each slot.

Next remove the primary winding,
amplification in front of the first de-

tector is not desired by many ex-

perimenters.
Under such circumstances considerable benefit can still

be obtained by adding a high -frequency *stage coupled by one of the

untuned methods, and the transformer type is convenient, since it
is very easily made interchangeable,
and 'therefore is flexible as to frequency range.

again counting the turns and preserving the two lengths of wire so
obtained, in case it is ever desired
to rewind the transformer for its
original purpose.
Turn Numberr,
It is next necessary to decide

upon the number of turns for the
new windings, and this will depend

upon whether it is decided to produce a coupling unit which is in 654

The starting -point is any standard t
plug-in transformer.

tended to cover the whole of the
broadcast band, as in the case of the
or

original * tuned transformer,
whether it is decided to use

two

transformers, one for the upper part
of the :band and one for the lower .'
The latter course is recommended.
Use et One Unit
However, it is quite possible to
Obtain 'very fair results with only
One transformer, and if it is decided
to use one only, the number of turns
Which was found upon the original
transformer should be increased, by

6o per cent. of both primary and
Secondary, and this new number
used in winding on the resistance
wire.

For example, a popular make

of transformer carries 40 turns in
each slot for both primary and

secondary, and this will therefore be

increased to 64 turns in. each slot.
The new windings should ire pet on
in

exactly the same way as the

original ones, the. primary winding
going in first, its starting end being

secured under the appropriate pin
(which is, of course, screwed back
into the former before commencing
to wind).
Turn. Numbers for. Two Units

If it is desired to use two transformers, one for the higher part of
the frequency band employed for
broadcasting, say, between about
1,200

and

80o

kilocycles,

and

another for the range between Boo
and 5oo kilocycles, the first should
have' 5o per cent. more turns than
the normal tuned transformer for
tile 1,000- to Soo -kilocycle range
(300-60o metres), and the second one

too per cent. more turns.-G. P K.
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This week's notes will be found helpful

=

by everyone who has discovered the
difficulty of re -capturing a distant
station without the aid of a calibration chart.

HE calibration of the

apparatus which is to
be used for actual reception, as. distinct
from the calibration of

wavemeters, is a sub-

ject which has not received much

attention.
Readers of Wireless
Weekly will by now be familiar with

the Radio Press calibration scheme

arranged for their benefit, and no
doubt many have taken advantage
of the tests so far carried out, and
have noted on the tuning dials of
their apparatus the correct settings
for various broadcasting stations.

will have some effect on the setting
of the former. These variations,

however, provided that the aerial
system and the H.T. and L.T.
values are unchanged, will be fairly

constant; that is to say, that the
same settings of coil coupling and

condenser dial will always tune the circuit to the same frequency.
Approximate Calibration
It will be readily apparent, however, that these settings will not be
reproducible- with any great accu-

racy unless a scale of some sort is

fitted to the coil -holder, and special

The calibration of wavemeters is
a fairly straightforward operation,

more variable tuning controls in it,

dependent far different frequency
settings.
It is proposed to indicate this week

the types of receivers which may

be calibrated with reasonable hopes
of success, and the methods which
may be adopted for simple and also
for more elaborate instruments.
Single -circuit Receivers
the
Consider first of all
straight " single -valve circuit,
with direct aerial coupling and
yariable magnetic reaction. Here
there are normally two variables, the

tuning condenser and the reaction

coupling, and variations of the latter

have so much effect on the setting of
the main tuning condenser. A cer-

tain amount of interaction between

the variable condensers must be
expected.
Sh ort-wave Difficulties

either because of the
natural frequency of the aerial

system or for other reasons. At the
corresponding points on the tuning
condenser - scale, the reaction condenser will naturally need to be
turned further towards its maximum

city, or vice versa, for each range

end these not infrequently inter-

is that variations of this capacity
control of reaction do not usually

quencies,

whatever method is adopted. They
are normally constructed with a
fixed inductance and a variable capa-

an instrument which has two or

condenser, is the condenser controlling reaction.
For the mere
mechanical reason that this is fitted
with a dial the repetition of settings
is simplified. A greater advantage

At the higher frequencies it is not
unusual to find that a receiver will
not oscillate readily at certain fre-

Wavemeters

of frequencies, so that there is only
one variable quantity to be checked.
In a receiver, however, calibration
is likely to be mare complex. Such
accuracy as is possible with a wave meter can hardly be expected with

In them the second
variable, in addition to the tuning,
to calibrate.

end to approach the oscillation point
When the set possesses only one dial,

calibration is a very simple matter,
but the presence of a reaction control
introduces a source of considerable
variation.

precautions are taken to ensure constancy of H.T. and L.T. values.
An approximate calibration chart

may, however, be drawn for the

or actually to produce oscillations.
This will render necessary a further

readjustment of the tuning condenser.
Effect on the Chart
The result of these special adjustments at certain points on the tuning
scale will be to make any calibration
chart that is drawn far from
straight. It will not be sufficient

tained,

under such conditions to note the
readings for stations at the. upper
and lower ends of the scale, plot
frequency (or wavelength) against
dial settings, and join the extreme

such a receiver is quite worth carrying out as a rough guide to the correct settings for stations.
" Reinartz " Circuits
Receivers using one of the farms

of the whole scale by noting the
settings for a number of stations,
and securing some accurate check

receiver, giving frequencies within
a few degrees. The approximate
frequency range covered by different

sizes of coils may also be ascerso that the calibration of

of " Reinartz " circuit are simpler
055

points with a straight line (a square
law condenser is assumed). It will
be necessary to check the calibration

on their frequencies.
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Variable Factors

paper to represent either wavelength

It is important to note that for

accuracy in the calibration of either
a wavemeter or a receiver the hightension and low-tension values must
be kept reasonably constant, and the
same valve should be used. The

or frequency and another horizontally to represent dial reading. If

substitution of a different type of

the readings taken are then plotted a
line will result which should be more
or less straight, it a square law condenser and a scale of wavelength or a
straight line frequency condenser

valve for that used when the receiver
was calibrated is likely to upset the

used.

and a scale of frequency has been
Divergences

readings altogether, even to render
them practically valueless. Similarly, an increase in anode voltage or
filament current will generally lead
to the production of oscillations at a
weaker setting of the reaction con -

As a matter of fact, if stations

well distributed over the dial have
been recorded, it will probably be

found that the points do not fall
exactly on a line, but that an

tuning in stations of known frequency is followed at various points
upon the band over which it is

desired to make a chart. In this
case, however, it will usually be

desirable to calibrate two of the,
circuits, and sometimes even all
three.

This_latter .course is recom-

mended in sets such as the various
neutrodyne .designs incorporating
.two .stages of H.F. amplification,
since here there are often no variable couplingS, reaction or other, to,
upset the calibration subsequently.
A Warning

Remember, however, that such
sets are particularly sensitive to
changes of valves, etc., and also
that readjustment of the neutrodyne

condensers will likewise upset the
calibration somewhat.

A point which should be men-

tioned

With multi -valve receivers the first step is to decide which of the circuits
is likely to maintain a constant calibration. It will usually be sufficient
for practical purposes to make out a chart for only one of the circuits.

trol, thereby rendering the calibra-

tion chart inaccurate.
Multi -circuit Receivers

In receivers of a more complex
type than those discussed so far,
such as those employing one or more
stages of high -frequency amplifica-

tion, more accurate calibration

is

often possible. The first step is to
decide which of the "various circuits

is likely to maintain its calibration
most constantly, and this choice will
depend largely upon the method of
reaction control employed.
For
example, in a receiver incorporating

cne stage of tuned anode coupling
with reaction upon the aerial, the
anode circuit is the one to calibrate,

since there are relatively few factors

to upset the readings, these being
mainly changes of valve, H.T. and

L.T. supply.
Taking the Readings
Having decided upon the circuit to

be calibrated, a number of stations
of known frequencies are tuned in
and identified, and the settings of
the cho:;cn circuit recorded. The
calibration chart is then prepared by
making a vertical scale on squared

" average " line can be drawn such

that they all fall fairly close to it,

some diverging slightly on one side
and some on the other.
Using the Chart
Once such a chart has been made
it will be found almost as useful as
a ' wavemeter, since intermediate
frequencies or wavelengths can be

read off the line which has been
drawn, the condenser set to the
reading indicated for the station it
is

desired to hear, and then the

other dial can be revolved until the
station is picked up, any slight
readjustment in the calibrated cir-

cuit then being made to give the
best signals.
The Aerial Circuit

The. readings of the aerial (or

secondary circuit) condenser may,

also be recorded for
future reference, or a second chart
may even be made out, but this is
of course,

not recommended, since one calibration chart for a two -circuit receiver
is usually all that is required.
Three -circuit Sets
In sets employing three tuned
circuits the same procedure of
656

in

connection

with

the

making of calibration charts is that
Square -law condensers only give a
true straight line characteristic
when used in a circuit with certain
definite stray capacities, coil capacities, etc., and therefore slight
divergencies from the theoretical
graph must be expected. These
are usually most noticeable below
about 3o degrees on the dial scale,
and it,is not, as a rule, worth while
to carry the calibration down below
that point.
Frequency Charts

If it is preferred to make out the
calibration chart in frequencies, the
same method of plotting the chart
will obtain,_ except that the dial
readings (with most dials) will, of
course, be reversed, larger scale
readings meaning lower frequencies
and -vice versa. The same precauthin relative to the ,lower capacity
end .of the scale should also be
Only with specially -deserved.
signed coils and condensers is it
=

possible to obtain a straight

line

oygr the whole scale.

TRANSATLANTIC
BROADCASTING TESTS
An

addition which

should be

made to the table of stations given
on page 670 of this issue is Berlin,
which will take part in the tests on
January 26, 28 and 29, at 594 kc.
(505 Metres).

Among the American stations,
we are informed that WBOQ aria
WAHG, both at Richmond
N.Y., will be working each night
of the tests at frequencies of 4,762,

1,27r.and 949 kc. (63, -236 and 316
metres).

,,-,
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THE COLVERN SELECTOR
LOW LOSS

Reading to 1)3,00th capacity

Capacity-

'0005 mfd. '0003 mfd. -

El
El

1
0

0
0'

TYPE F., without sear
attachment.

Capacity-

'0005 mfd.
15 0
'0003 mfd. 14 0
One hole fixing.
Other capacities if required.
Descriptive Folder upon
request,

COLVERN

INDEPENDENT,

Price

VERNIER

Ask your dealer also for the

w Loss Former
Lee/Coil

EXCELSIOR***

.7:14,4

*

**
*
*
*
*
*

ANTI -CAPACITY

**
VALVE
HOLDER
This holder, for which we are Sole London Dis- *
tributors, dispenses with screws and pins as contact

dwto a minimum.
No. RV40/19 Type 08 Panel Mounting 1/- each. *
If- each. *

137 Baseboard

RV40/20

FORMERS ,,*

.4.* EBONITE COIL,.W

LOSS

** Adistinct advance on

* the old style former
* and one that will im* mediately appeal to

enables

calibra.

tion and relocation

,,,,, ''''''''''''''''''
4,;;'

/4",f0

of accuracy /

* each turn from

1,000th part of the variable capacity. denser worthy of the attention of serious
An insulated spindle reThis is the tuning efficiency obtained with experimenters
the Colvern Selector. The complete circle duces the effect of hand capacity to a
of the dial is divided to provide a value of minimum, a point of paramount im100 degrees for everyrotation of the index. portance in the reception of distant signals
Pre -supposing your condenser and inducSee the Colvern at your dealer's I
tance to cover 300 metres. the degree
interval represents ,3 metres - obviously THE COLVERN LOW LOSS SELECTOR
(Geared ?0-1.)
every station can be calibrated definitely.

COLLINSON

PRECISION

SCREW

Co.,

Ltd,,

Provosts Works, Macdonald Road, Walthamstow, London, E.17.

Telephone: Walthamstow 532.

---;---___V *

7"). :

--' ,-z,---__
11

.,* complete former.

The screwed rod
** ensures
accuracy in

CALIBRATION with certainty to the The Colvern is logically the only con-

_

,

* winding and spaces

* neighbour.

*
*
A
*
*
**

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
RC35/9 7 in. length 10d. ca. *
II

* amateurs and expert* menters. 6 lengths
* of screwed rod and 2
4, end discs comprise a

to a high degree

411

,A

points, the valve legs being seemed in 4 II spring PC
pieces which have on each end a soldering tag. The *
centre is air dielectric. The metal valve body is
kept well away from the contact spring by the high
rim of of the valve holder, thus keeping capacity down *

*1111111111111111111111111.
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EBONITE SCREWED RODS
No.

11535/7 4in. length Bd. ea,
Sd. ea.
RC35/8 6 in.

RC35/10 9 in.

,

1/ - ea,

Ebonite Discs RC35/6 3 in. or 4in. diameter 7d. per pair,

Please order from your Loral Wireless Dealer.

Broth
BrownBrothen
... Allied COMP4mCS

It.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Mirt BROWN BROTHERS LTD
BROWN BR OT HERS i ots,AN o 1 LTD
**
WHOLESALE ONLY
EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.C.2
** GREAT
**
George Street, EDINBURGH, and Branches.
******************************

The elegant Tuning Dial-

Power

Valve

the Microvern
wireless construction
demands that elegance shall be
the keynote of the finished set
-nothing showing but a dial or
dials. A mere " knob and dial"

Modern

is not sufficient-it must pro-

vide for vernier control and the
The
recording of stations.

Igranic - Pacent Microvern-is
standard equipment on many
of the most famous receivers in
the world-because it is the
most elegant and practical dial.

Low loss, shock absorbing, non -micro phonic and universal

fitting, the Antipong

Valve Holder gives your

sets more valve power
and saves your valves

from accidental shocks
and jars. Costing so

little it adds much to
the strength and purity
of your signals. Fit
Antipong in all your
sets.

ANTIPONG
VALVE HOLDERS

3/ -

Stations can be recorded with pencil by name, wavelength or frequencies and
the records easily and cleanly erased with a damp cloth.

Price (Gold or Silver finish)

BOWYER - LOWE

Obtainable from good
dealers everywhere, or

It is a combined operating knob and
vernier control. Fitted with a slow
motion mechanism having a reduction ratio of 5 to r, possessing unique
features. No gears are used and there is no backlash or alteration to tuning
when the hand is removed from the knob.
The outside diameter is 4iin. and the dial acts effectively as an electrostatic
shield, preventing hand capacity effects.

direct from Bowyer -Lowe
Co,
- Letchworth

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS WEEKLY

8/6.

The Igranic-Pacent Microvern is one of the famOus Pacent Radio
Essentials of which Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., are now
exclusive manufacturing licensees. We will be glad to send von

the Igranic-Pacent List, P.28 on request.

Exclusive
Manufacturing
Licensees of

,
cOMPANti

PACEN7
Radio
Essentials.

/ GRAN/C)

149, Queen Victoria St.,
London.

ELECTRI

/-

L M I TES Works : Elstow Road,
Bedford.

IS A GUARANTEE OF SATISF,6,.MON TO BUYERS.
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THE HAPPY FAMILY
'`)A, Img of,de.

Get to know the happy
Ediswan family. Invite
them into your home

and introduce them to your set. As a family
All have the unique
they are remarkable.
Ediswan distinction, the characteristics that have
made them so welcome in countless homes, yet
each excels in some special accomplishment.
Individually they are charming collectively (in
wisely chosen groups) they are a surprising delight.

There is a decided
affinity, a quite definite
link between each
Ediswan Receiving valve

and Ediswan Power
valve.

The

Receiving

valves are supplied either

H.F. or L.F. and the
best Power valve to use
is

shown

in

the table

opposite.

Ediswan Valves are

entirely British Made

SrW

The Valve; to use.
Accumu-

lator or
Battery

Receiving.

Power.

Volts.

A.R.

VAT\ IC S
ANYIme
V:;s'

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,
123-5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

-

A.R.D.E.

A.R. '06

6
2
3

P.V.5
P.V.6
P.V.8

With these groups and
Ediswan H.T. and L.T.
Accumulators the ideal is
.
attained.
.
.

162-92.
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Wireless

News
in Brief

Intei national We gather

that great

Broadcasting enthusiasm is being
shown by the listening
public in America over the Transatlantic Broadcasting Tests which
Large prizes
are offeredto successful listeners in
the many coMpetitions which have
been organised. In last year's tests
over 15,000 American listeners reported reception of overseas broadare now in 'progreSS.

casting stations, and it is expected
that this number will be greatly
exceeded this year.
*

a Beaux

Wireless.

*

According to a statement
by. the Marconi Com-

pany, the beam stations
which the company is erecting for
the British Government and far the
Governments of the Dominions and
India, are making satisfactory progress.

The

completion

of the

Canadian and South African sta-

tions has been delayed by the illness
of Senatore Marconi and Mr. Frank..
lin, but since the work of construction commenced, Senatore Marconi
and his staff have been able to make
some important improvements in
short-wave communication which
are to -be embodied in the new
stations.

The beam services between this

country and South Africa and
Canada should be ready for working

in April next, and the services with
India and Australia will be in opera-

tion about the middle of August.
The company is also constructing
stations connecting Portugal and
her colonies, and linking up
Portugal with the rest of the world.
-

Marconi The Peruvian GovernContract. ment has ratified the con-

tract with the Marconi

Company for the adminiStration of
the Peruvian posts, telegraphs and
wireless for twenty-five years. A

construction programme has been
initiated, involving the expenditure
of

:-;oo,000,

and

*

The second I a r g es t
French steel trawler, the
Neptunia, was 'launched
recently from the Ouse shipbuilding
yard at Selby, the vessel's owners,
a Havre company, fitting .the latest
Tireless

Trawler.

wireless equipment with 3,000 miles
radius, so that her owners can keep

in touch with her during her jour-

neys of six weeks to the Grand
Banks and White Sea.
*

breakdowns.

including the

erection of a beam station to communicate with the United States,
Argentina, Brazil and Chili.

*

were under great pressure owing to

" Wired "
Wireless !

The

Hague

telephone

administration has succeeded, after many experiments, in working out plans for
a system which would enable tele:
phone subscribers to be supplied
direct with wireless .programmes.
We understand that the Municipality will shortly decide whether
the scheme will bie-carried out.
New Foreign
Services.

Wireless telegraph services have now been in-

augurated by the Mar-

Company between Great
Britain and
Jugo-Slavia and
Bulgaria.

coni
*

Ether " Tree- An important step has
passing." been taken by the United
States Government in

*

*

*

A considerable amount

ordering proceedings to be instituted
against the Zenith Radio, Corporation, Chicago, for working on a fre-

That Joke. of alarm, and subsequently
followed the simultaneous broad-

pany applied for a licence, they were
informed that no separate frequency
was available, and they were given
permission to share a frequency with
a Denver station.
Recently the
Zenith Company commenced broad-

bulletin centred mainly around a
revolution of the unemployed in

quency other than that allotted for
its uSe. When the Zenith Com-

casting on a frequency allotted to
Canada, but hitherto unused. The
forthcoming action will be the first
test of the GoVernment's power to
regulate. frequencies.
*
Line

.*

Wireless has proved it auxiliary

service to the ordinary

telegraph in many places during the
During one day
last few weeks.
recently the great French station at
Saint Assise transmitted 32,000
words to London and other places

when the ordinary telegraph lines
657

casting of a humorous news bulletin by Father Ronald Knox. The
London, and several listeners who
missed the preliminary announce-

ment that the item to follow was

not to be regarded seriously, xvere
much alarmed by the reports they
heard.

Ship
Wireless
Strike.

*

Breakdowns. stif- a useful

criticism,

We learn that the Minis-

try of Labour has

re-

fused the application of
the Association of Wireless and
Cable Telegraphists to hold a Court
of Inquiry into the strike Of,. seagoing wireless operators. In the
reply

it was stated that the tivist

object of a Court of Inquiry was to
provide a means by which the public
may be informed of the causes and
circumstances in which a trade dispute is likely to arise or has arisen.
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Desi nir
Season's P
By PERCY W. H

Those of us who design our own
the commencement of the work
points out that the present time start, and in Mir preliminary arti
a number of the

" portable " which will fit- into a
space no larger than that of a small
Alternatively it is
attache case.
possible to obtain a reflex superheterodyne in portable form with
batteries and built-in loud -speaker,
smaller than the average week -end

Mr. Harris has designed a number of successful portable 4;....ts, the one
illustrated being described in" The Wireless Constructor " for May, 1925.

WHEN this article appears
you may be looking out of

the window on a snowy

waste, or, more. likely, on a far less
inspiring vision of slush. In any

case, you may wonder why the

present moment has been chosen to
publish an article on the design of

a portable receiver-surely a type

of instrument for bright, warm and
sunny days.

The truth of the

matter is that we , usually start our
work on portable 'sets much too
late in the season. Naturally, when
a man builds a portable receiver
from a finished design, there is
still much time to spare before he
need commence activities, but the
.

made.

It cannot be too strongly

emphasised that the construction of
a portable receiver does not merely
consist of assembling a number of

components, together with a un-

spillable accumulator, in a heavy
leather suit case.
Circuits for Portable Receivers
Provided we have in mind exactly

what we require, there is no great
difficulty in choosing the circuit.

The circuit can be considered under

the three .headings .of " straight,"
retIox and . Superheterody-ne,

since really efficient

experiMenter who likes to work out
his own salvation, and who desires
to try a number of experiments
before finally deciding on his

cill-emitter valves have been avail-able while the SUperheterodyne is

better time than the present

use

Summertime receiver, can find no

Which to start.
The First Essential
_ The first requirement of a port-

able set is that it should be port-

This fact is so obviOus that
all too freauently ignored. 1
have seen and handled (or tried to
able 1
it is

handle) inany a so-called " port-

able "

receiver which
heavier, bulkier, and

was far
generally

more unwieldy than many a set for

which no claim to portability. is

really the-. only, :portable

receiver

that can be. satisfactorily used with
a frame. Which _of the circnits. to
will

largely

depend

Whether we are " out -for"

upon
the

local station only or. desire to seek
further afield; whether or not you
are able .to'use.an 'aerial of reasonable size other than the frame, and
whether you deSire to use telephones or loud -speaker..
Portability, Bulk and Weight
I have seen " portable " sets
which,- with the aid of a strong

assistant- and a good heaVe, can
just be lifted into.the.back- seat of
a 'car; and I have also 'seen a
.658

objective, and whether, apart from
size, weight is any special conObviously the cyclist
sideration.
who desires to attach his portable

set to his machine

will consider

matters from a different viewpoint
from that taken by the motorist

with a large

and

powerful

car.

Bov Scouts --and there exist no
keener devotees to the art-will

also he vitally concerned in this
question of weight.

The

straight. circuit is always with us ;
the reflex -.has waned in popularity
-.considerably.

case.
In arriving at our design we
must also consider whether the
reduction of bulk is a desirable

Valves

'It is often forgotten that a great
proportion of the" total xveight of
a portable receiver is taken up by
the ';-ase itself and the batteries.
Dry _ells do not always effect an
economy in weight or bulk, and a
suitable small portable and arts/
accumulator to run, say, three
t wo-volt valves

will

occupy

less

space, and will certainly weigh less
than the necessary dry cells- to run

three .o6 ampere dull emitters: lt
is therefore wise to decide quite

early the kind of valve we propose
to use, so that we can consider the
hattery problem in its right proportions.
Battery Life

A number of lengthy tests have
shown that a longer life is obtainable from dry cells of the ordinary
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Next
ortable Set
1g

ARRIS,VILI.R.E.

ble seceach year are apt to leave
the..spring.wrrives. Mr. Harris
no means -too

early to make a

Ives some valuable assistance upon
nts to be decided.

bell -ringing size when the current
taken from them is in the neighbourhood of + ampere, but in portable sets efficiency of discharge of
batteries has often to be sacrificed
to obtain portability. Be careful
when choosing your valves to take

This set was so designed as to be entirely independent of its carrying case,
into which it fits in the manner illustrated on the opposite page.

only those which require a relatively small anode voltage for satisfactory. working.
If note magnifiers are used, aim
at getting a high efficiency par
stage. It is the additional weight
of high-tension battery necessary
to give adequate signals that
rather rules out the resistance capacity method of low -frequency
coupling in portable sets.
Circuits for the Local Station
If the local station only is

desired there is a great deal to be
said for a detector and two transformer -coupled

ti

note

magnifiers,

using two -volt valves with a small
unspillable
accumulator
and
Reinartz reaction to bring the
detector yalve Up to its most sensitive state. A 6o -volt high-tension
battery and to -ampere hour (actual)
unspillable accumulator will serve
admirably in such a case.
.Relha.rti reaction has the merit
of being, very nice" to control,.
..enablii* the valve to be worked
-reasanably near to. the oscillation

p6mt,so as to get good amplifica-

'tion

without

the

inconvenience

attending' the usual form of .magneW'reaction and its plug-in coils
and coil -holder.
'Very compact variable condensers

can now be obtained, and the coils
can he of basket pattern supported
just underneath the panel. If, in
addition to this, fairly flat L.F.
.transfornierS area used, such . as

those made by Messrs. Gambrell,
be

utmost compactness is required,
good use can frequently be made of
the small loud -speaker horn sold by

The .o6 ampere type of dull

is a remarkably compact little horn,
and a single telephone ear -piece can

C.A.

and

others,

the total

depth of the instrument can

made quite small.

H.T. Economy

emitter is frequently chosen

for

the American Hard Rubber Co.,
under the name of " Radian." It

be fitted at the smaller end, thus

portable sets, owing to its small
demand in the way of filament

providing the necessary sound -producing mechanism.

valves make a very small demand
upon the high-tension battery. In
my experience it is difficult to get

It goes without saying that

current. An advantage sometimes
overlooked is that these same

satisfactory loud -speaker reproduction at any volume with such valves
it is by no means.impossiible),

and if small current con-

sumption is a desideratum it is pre-

ferable to substitute for the last
stage one of the small pOwer valves

designed to use only '.I2 ampere
or so.

Built-in Loud -Speakers

Probably the majority of portsets. are made to use with
loud -speakers, and there are conable

siderable advantages in using a set
in which the loud -speaker is an

'integral part of the design. Fortunately there are now available a
number of
such as _the

small .loud -speakers,

Ultra," .hornless, the
" Beco,". and,.- others, which take
remarkably little space. .When the
4 -0 -0404.4
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_Choice of Components

shock -absorbing valVe sockets will
he used in all portable receivers, as
they considerably increase the

length of life of the valves, and at
the same time if the valves are at
all microphonic

it will make the

receiver much' more pleasant to
handle.
Variable condensers should be
'

very, carefUlly chosen, as there is a
wide difference in size between the
various makes. The most compact
of all variable condensers are those

made with the moving and fixed
plates within the dial itself. The

" Dial-o-densor," made by Portable
Utilities, Ltd., is an example 'of
such an instrument.
Space can be saved without any
loss in efficiency by mounting the
valve sockets in such a: way as to

place the valves parallel with the

front or back'of the panel. Quickly
detachable Connections are Often an

-4.4, -.0.-4.4.+4-4.4-4-4.-4.4-4,-------+÷+++1:10

-...-".
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tion is used, the tapped anode coil
desie-ned for such purposes by
several firms will be found helpful,
as it takes comparatively little_.
space, and obviates the necessity. of
carrying a number of different

tuning coils for the anode circuit
when a wide wavelength range is
desired.

A portable set in
specially designed
cabinet,
a

described by
Herbert K.
Simpson

in

the

July, 1924, issue
of

"Modern
Wireless "

Other Components

The ordinary small components,;
such as fixed condensers, grid -leaks;
etc., require no- special mention;
except that particular care should he

taken to see that the grid -leak is,
Nothing is more
securely fixed.
annoying than to find that one can-

not get signals owing to the fact

that the grid-ieak has dropped out
of its clips, thus requiring- the
removal of the panel before one can
remedy this matter.
Wiring Up
Considerable experience in port-

able sets has shown me that for

wiring up the square bus -bar wiring

method should not be used. It is

peculiarly susceptible

advantage when. a set has to be
used with an outside aerial and
earth.
" Newey " terminals are

very useful in this connection.
Using Car Batteries

designing a portable set to use

some circuit which does not require
the conventional two -coil holder, as
this, with its accompanying coils,
take up a considerable space. This

to troubles

due to vibration, and joints soon

The use of flexible tinned copper wire, rather thin,
and sleeved in insulating tubing, is
unquestionably the most practical
solution of the problem.
come unsoldered.

If the set is to be used with a

motor -car

an appreciable weight

can often be saved by dispensing

with the low-tension accumulator or
dry cells and making connection
with the car batteries. This, however, requires some thought if -it is
to he effected properly.
Most

c5

American jand many British cars

have

six -volt

lighting

systems,

although a number of British and
Continental cars use 12 volts. It is

inadvisable for any but skilled electricians to tamper with the accumu-

lator connections on a car, but if
a six -volt system is in use a small

connector can be inserted in one of
the lamp sockets (the socket of an
inspection lamp is very convenient).
Be particularly careful in such cases
to see that suitable filament resistances are used. The ordinary dull -

A

considerable

part of the time
spent in designing
a portable s e t
should be devoted

to the placing of
the components in

the minimum
space.

emitter filament resistances designed for use with .o6 ampere

valves are made for use with four-.
and not six -volt accumulators.- I
do not recommend the use of 12 -volt

lighting sets for wireless purposes,

and, in any case, remember that

the engine must be- stopped before
any Such connections are made:
Eliminating Coil -Holders

It

is

a great convenience when

is one of the reasons why I.favour
the Reinartz type of reaction in the
portable set, for the tuning coils are
then fixed in relation to one another.

If high -frequency aniplifica66o
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REACTION C NT 1\ OIL
AND SHORT-WAVE
RECEPTION

1

By L. H. THOMAS.
One of the secrets of success in shortwave 'work lies in the, provision of a

suitable method of reaction control.

D000000<>-.00.coo,000c:00000,ox.oco

NYONE who has constructed a short-wave

receiver to his own dehas probably
sign

found out, before he
has been operating the
set for long, that- certain methods
"

of

controlling

reaction,

though

possibly quite satisfactory (or not
-noticeably unsatisfactory) on .the
broadcast frequencies, are quite un-

li:%00000,00000000000000000000c>(?<>0000000000.00000000000000C1

remedy for this, the circuit being
modified so that, instead of one inductance coil, there are two, with
the

reaction

condenser

between

them, one side of it then being at

Incidentally, the
earth potential.
writer prefers this arrangement for
another reason, namely, that the
two coils may be arranged- so that
the coupling between them is variable.

Removing "Dead Spots "

This is quite an adVantage in

cases where " elead spots " are pre L3

earthed as usual, the reaction condenser is in the aerial circuit, and
an alteration of its value will cause

a change in frequency, which

is

altogether undesirable.
By-pass Control
Another good method, rather
similar in its practical operation, is

shown in the circuit of Fig. 4.
Here, instead of having the usual

fixed by-pass condenser across the
primary of the L.F. transformer, we
have a variable condenser of about
.0005 /LF capacity.
This gives a

very fine control of the degree of
reaction, and does not alter the
tuning of the receiver in the least.
The difficulty arises, however, that
when this circuit is employed with
only one valve, the telephones then
being in the position now occupied

Fig.1.-.4 common form of the Reinartz
circuit re -drawn to show how the
position of the reaction condenser gives
rise to hand -capacity troubles.:
suitable for use at the " Ultra-

by the L.F. transformer primary,

high " frequencies.

A Pcipular Circuit -

Probably the circuit most used for
short-wave ,reception is our friend
the

Reinartz," of which a forM

Here . the reis $hoWn in Fig.
action control is effected by a variable condenser connected betWeert
the anode of the detector valve and
a point: on the inductance; in fact;
it may be said that, roughly speaking, one side is connected-, to the

anode and the other to the aerial.
Put in this form, one disadvantage

E

Fig. 2. --By,, using an entirely separate
winding, one side of the reaction condenser can be placed at earth potential.

sent on the ordinary capacity control.
Fig. 2 shows the modified
circuit, and the coils may be of the
interchangeable variety (this not
the
necessarily implying that

standard plug and socket should be

is obvious, namely, that neither set
of plates is earthed, and therefore
the value of the condenser cannot
be altered without somewhat severe

used).

hand -capacity effects.
An Improved Form
Fortunately there is a simple

some point on the grid coil, as, if it
is kept at its former position on the
anode coil, and the L.T. battery is

Aerial Coupling

In this case it will generally be
found best to attach the aerial to

661

Fig. 3.-1n this scheme the coupling
between LI and L2 is fixed, a "throttle"
method of reaction control being ob-

tained by means of C3. If body capacity effects are troublesome a condenser
of about '091 p.F across the telephones
may be desirable.

the capacity of the cords, together
with the' capacity *to earth, through

the body of the operator wearing
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working capacity is usually so small
--and yet quite enough to cause the
set to work efficiently-that one
may even touch the aerial terminal
without perceptibly altering the note
of a signal that is being received.
Actually, the writer employs a

.0002 /Lk' low -loss square law con-

denser for this purpose, and it

is

generally set so that the scale reading is about 45 deg.
The greatest argument ag-ainsk

I

83

E

criticisms of so small a coupling
condenser is the excellent signal

T

i7ig. 4.-A variable by-pass condenser across the L.F. transformer primary
will serve to give a very smooth fine adjustment of reaction.

them, is often sufficient to cause the

receiver to oscillate even with the

reaction condenser removed altogether.
Use of a Choke

This trouble is best overcome by
inserting a radio -frequency choke of

suitable size (which is best determined by experiment) between the
'phones and the connection to the
reaction condenser, the circuit now
being as shown in Fig. 3. Theron_
denserrrray alternatively be connected directly across the radio -frequency choke itself, and a fixed bypass condenser across the telephones.
An Effective Method.
Fig. 5 shows a method of reaction
control often employed -by the

writer.
Here the aerial is auto coupled, through a variable condenser, to the grid circuit. It is

found that, with a suitable number
turns between the aerial and
earth, the set will stop oscillating
t efore the series aerial condenser is
" all in," on account of the increase
in the effect of the aerial damping.
of

Also, 'the value of the condenser will

be fairly small, and changes in its
value will generally be found to have

little effect upon the frequency of
the grid circuit.
.

E

Fig. 5. --Here the fine adjustment of
reaction is obtained by varying CI.
strength of distant stations with this
arrangement !
Conclusions

Above all things it should be re-

An Objection

Now it may appear that both sides

Of this condenser are " live," and
that hand -capacity. troubles Would
,he present to a great extent. This is

not so, however, for the actual
.11111

that " swinging -coil "
and variometer methods of controlling oscillation are not likely to

membered

meet with much success on short

Conversely, it will generally be found that the methods outwaves.

lined in this article, with the possible
exception of the last, are more
effective at the broadcast frequencies

than many of those in general use
at the present clay.

TESTING OF READERS'
SETS DISCONTINUED
The Radio Press Laboratories
will in future confine their activities principally to the deVelopment

of new designs and inventions
which will be published in our
journals. The testing of readers'

sets will cease until further notic.
This testing work, while applied
to only a relatively small number of
sets, is exceptionally costly, and it
is felt that devoting extra space and
staff to experimental and design

work will be to the great advantage
of our readers.
Sets, of course, win continue to

be on view at our RuSh House

offices, and if the efficacy of any of
our sets is ever challenged we shall
A "sea -floor " broadcast was recently made from 3L0 (Melbourne), in
the course of which a diver descended in South Melbourne Harbour, his
description of the things he saw being transmitted by the station.

continue to be happy to demonstrate the results at. our Elstrec
laboratories.
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THE. FIRST WIRE LESS LOUD' SPEAKER WAS A, Xirown.
'''' .,..

...............

.

Hear the liquid clear tones
of the incomparable crown
UNTIL you have heard the

scientifically correct in every detail from
base to flair. Each week sees existing
users steadfastly proclaiming their

il3rown you can have no idea
of the true beauty of its tone.
Designed and perfected by an eminent
scientist and built in one of the finest

loyalty and enthusiasm for the trown
superb standard of performance.

factories of its type in this country,
it has indeed won an international

In all probability you own a good
Receiving Set-in justice to yourself-

reputation. In almost every country
of Europe, in Canada, in Australia, in
South Africa, in Japan, you'll find
Vrowit prestige steadily growing.

and to those you aim to entertainyou should use a 113rown Loud
Speaker. With its unique aluminium

diaphragm and super -sensitive tuned

Each week sees the Vrown making
new friends-radio enthusiasts who
for the first time are obtaining the

reed, it is able to reproduce every note of

the harmonic scale with a truthfulness
and accuracy which is almost uncanny.

mellowness and fidelity of tone which

There is no substitute for a vrown.

can only come from an instrument

Description of Airown Instruments shown above :
15rown H.1
Height 2x ins.

£5-5-0 to £5-10-0

according to resistance
Retail Showrooms: to Mortimer
St.,W. x. xg Moorfields, Liverpool;

67 High St., Southampton.

16reirti H.4

Iftrows Cabinet
In Mahogany or Oak

2000 ohms only
30; -

2000 Or 4000 ohms

Height lo ins.

£6-6-0

16rovon Headphones
New A -type.
2000 ohms

30/-

S. G. Brown, Ltd., N. Acton,
London, W.3

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS WEEKLY

Zrown H.Q.

Height 20 ins.
2000 or 4000 ohms

£6-0-0

Depots (Wholesale only): /3 Bushy
Park, Bristol.
Cross House,
Westgate Road, Newcastle

Gilbert Ad. 4449.

IS A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION TO BUYERS.
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THE BROADCASTING ENQUI Y
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A brief summary appears below of the evidence given at the first day of the re -opening of the enquiry
into the conduct of broadcasting.

%

A

A

%
VI

41

In

Broadcasting
HE
Committee met again
on January 20, the

Earl of Crawford and
Balcarres presiding.
The Radio Society

of Great Britain had submitted a
Memorandum,

and

Capel

Sir

Holden appeared on their behalf.
The evidence stated that this
essentially

technical

body

was

formed in ley3, Its present mem-_
hership numbered 844, and included
members in all parts of the world.
In addition there Were zoo local
and several fOreign and colonial
radio societies affiliated with it and
numbering to,00ci members.
Claims of the R.S.G.B.
The society claimed to, represent

at the instigation of the society, it

is to be regretted that there was

no opportunity for the society to be
represented on the organisation
which was subsequently -formed to
conduct regular broadcast transmissions.

" It is unfortimate that that secthe public-namely, the
members of the society and of its
tion of

affiliated organisations, which took
the initiative in requesting the
Postmaster -General to inaugurate
a. broadcast service-should
have
been unduly hampered in- their
work as a result of that request.
Admission to Advisory- ComMittte

" It would seem to have been

Of the community, whose work was

useful and possible for the society
to, have been represented on one or
More of the advisory committees of
the B.B.C. Although the society

tion.

helped the company to make the

-

a small but very important section
deserving of the utmost considera-

The members of the society had
much valuable work, both

don,-

previous -to the inception of breed casting and since: They were also
responsible for the important
developments which had taken place
in Short-wave transmission and
reception.
Use of Broadcasting for Experimental
Work

The members of the society used
tile broadcast , transmission for

experimental work in connection
With the testing and design of new
apparatus. The early work of the
society had been influential in starting

the

present large

industry

'Which had been built up around

ibis, new means of entertainment.
Since the inception of broadcasting, some of the facilities previously
enjbyed by the experimenter had

been curtailed, and the erection of
high -power stations, together with

has,

through

its

. organisation,

service efficient, there have been in-

stances when the B.B.C. has un-

ment in this country.
Difficulties of the Experimenter
" The society considers it highly
undesicable that this state of affairs
should continue indefinitely.The
diffieulty of the experimenter in the past_has been the uncertainty existing regarding the times during
which it has been possible to carry

out tests free from all interference
by the broadcasting service, and
tests in connection therewith made
outside the normal programMe
hours. It would be -to the utmost

advantage to the members of the

society if definite silent periods,
free from all B.B.C.- transtnissiOn-S,
experimental or otherwise, could

by guaranteed, and it is suggested
that. these silent periods should be
fixed so as to fall -in with the- re-quirements of the members of the
society and its affiliated organisations, particularly as it is they who

ance which might have been given.'

would make most use of such silent
periods."
Lord Blanesburgh's Enquiries

that, in whatever form broadcasting,
is controlled, the views and needs of
the experimenter are given adequate

Lord Blanesburgh desired to be
informed as to whether his view,
that the R.S.G.B. desired to trans-

consideration.
The B.B.C. Constitution

so.

necessarily -withheld valuable assist-

Steps should be taken to ensure

The society, having regard to

the future development of this new
art, and the varied trade and public
interests involved, desires to draW
particular attention to the constitu-

tion of the B.B.C.

The remarks

to follow are in no way intended to
cast any reflection On the manner
in which the company have carried
out their difficult task.
Anoinalous Features

" The society considers that the
following features of the constitu-

long and continuous programmes in
large centres of population, had
done much to detract from the use..
fulness of the work of the society's

tion of the B.B.C. are anomalous :
" (1) That there is no representation on the directorate of the
public, who supply all the revenue,

members.
Wish for Representation

all the costs of collection by the
Post Office, and who have, in effect,

Their memorandum proceeds to
state : " While it is a fact that the

capital for building- the stations.
" (2) That the directorate consists solely of representatives of
manufacturing interests, which are

first _experimental broadcast service in this country was inaugurated

thereby in a position to dominate
the direction of wireless develop-

supplied nearly the whole of the
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mit as .Well as receive, was correct.
The witness replied that this was

Lord Blanesburgh : At the present moment, are there not large
portions of the night in which the
activities of the B.B.C.. are not
being exercised?

Holden said that the
occupied most of the, night,

Sir

C.

so far as the usual meaning of that
term was concerned. If they considered 2.0 a.m. to 6.o a.M. as the
night, then they were free.
Lord

Blanesburgh :

Is

it net

enough for you to have the ether

free after midnight?
Sir C. Holden : Members of the
society would like to have some time
before midnight.

Lord Blanesburgh remarked that

they

would

trespass

upon

the

claims of a large number of the
public, who desired to be enter-

tained up to midnight.
The witness agreed.
Lord. Blanesburgh asked if they
(Continued on page 672.)
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Inventions and
Developments
UNDER THIS HEADING
D I C., A.M.I.E_E., OF

MI?

THE RADIO PRESS LABORATORIES, WILL REVIEW
FROM TIME TO TIME THE LATEST
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE RADIO WORLD,

Ballasting Resistances

pROBABLY one of the most
interesting developments recently made has been the evolu-

tion of ballast resistances for controlling the current in a circuit. In
place of the usual rheostat or variable resistance which controls the
flow of current, and enables varia-

tions to be made in accordance with
any changes which take place in the
voltage, it is possible to insert

special ballast resistances or barretters, which maintain the current

constant irrespective of minor fluctuations in the voltage.
Principle of Barretter
This principle of ballasting was
adapted many.- years ago when the
carbon arc was first. evolved. This.
device possesses the peculiar pro-

appreciable change in the temperature of the wire.
Temperature and Resistance

Let us assume that the voltage
applied across this filament increases
slightly. The current will also in-

crease, and thus the temperature of
the wire will rise. This increase in
temperature will produce an increase

in resistance which will tend to redt.ce the current once again. That
is to say, the increase in current will
not be as heavy as it would be if the

tain a stable state . of affairs, it is
therefore- necessary to insert a certain amount of reskstance in series
with the- are. If the current increases, the voltage on the arc falls,
but that on the resistance rises, and
the total voltage across the whole
combination can thus be adjusteeto:
remain constant.
The development in .question is _an
.

extension of this _principle of ballasting. The resistance of ordinary
metal increases as the temperature
rises.
This temperature effect is
negligible with ordinary rheostats,
which are designed to carry the
current required without any con-temperature rise.
If,
however, we pass a current through
a comparatively fine filament of
wire, then the wire will heat up to a
siderable

considerable temperature, and any
variation in current will produce an

perature, and as soon as the temperature of the wire rises above a
certain point the radiation of heat
from the wire begins to increase very
rapidly. This radiation of heat, of
course, means that the wire does not

increase in temperature as much as
it should do, so that the increase in
the resistance of -the wire, is limited
and the ballasting action does not
take place.
Iron Wire Suitable
Now it is found that iron wire
possesses a temperature coefficient

3-0

20

or rate of variation of resistance
with temperature, which is of the

oeff.
.7"

,per0t

right order to produce a ballasting
action. The temperatures at which
this action is most effective, however, are such as to produce appreciable radiation of heat, so that if
this property is to be .utilised, it is

1.0

perty that as the voltage applied

across it increases, the current flowing decreases. In order to main-

possible to obtain: this effect quite as
simply as it would appear. The
actual change in resistance is usually
insufficient to produce, the necessary
balancing action at reasonable tem-

0

250

500

750

1000

Temfieralure ° C

Fig. 1.-The relations governing the
temperature and radiation coefficients in a system forming a

necessary to arrange for the heat
radiation to be reduced to a con-

" barretter."

temperature, of the wire had remained constant.
Practical Use
This immediately suggests

a

method 'of controlling the current
through :a circuit. If it were -possible to arrange that the increase in
tempeature of the wire produced
sufficient increase in resistance to cut
down the current to its Original
value, then We should have an

arrangement which would pass an
appreciably constant current irrespective of the voltage applied
across it within the range over which
this " ballasting. action " took
place.

Unfortunately, however, it is not
664

siderable extent.

This may be done
by enclosing the iron filament :in a
glass tube which is filled with
hydrogen gas at a reduced pressure.
Use of Hydrogen

The whole theory of ballast re-

sistors has been discussed by H. A.
Jones in the General Electric Rericie
for May and September, 1925. In
these articles he shows that the

current through a filament of iron
wire in an atmosphere of hydrogen
will remain constant over, a wide
range of voltage, provided that the
total heat loss by radiation increases

at a slower rate than the resistance
of the wire increases when the temperature is increased. Now the rate
of increase of resistance with tem-
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of the effects obtained, it may be
mentioned that, using a single iron
filament in a bulb filled with hydro
gen at a pressure of too mm., bali!
lasting -action can be made to commence as low as o.1 volt, but in this
case the action only holds good over
a voltage range of .05 of a volt. If

the commencing voltage is r volt,
then the voltage range over which
the action holds good is o.6 volts.
As the commencing voltage is increased, so the length of the ballasting range is proportionately increased.

Substitutes for Rheostats
These ballast resistors have a considerable application to wireless as
substitutes for the usual filament
resistance. They can be made in

such a manner that they will pass
an approximately constant current
irrespective of the voltage of the
ft is not generally realised that the various aerials on the roof of the G.P.O.
are actually in constant use for the reception of traffic.
perature is the temperature coeffi- diameter of the wire which is to be

cient of the particular material and
depends simply upon the material
and the temperature. For iron wire
this coefficient increases slightly in

a somewhat irregular manner, as

the temperature of the wire rises, up
to about 700 deg. Cent., after which
it falls rapidly to low value.
Heat Radiation

The radiation of the heat of the
filament, on the other hand, depends

upon the temperature of the fila-

We may then choose
the. voltage at which we wish this
employed.

ballasting action to commence, and
this enables us to determine the
length of the filament. For a given
commencing voltage, however, and
a given diameter of wire, the range
of voltage over which ballast action
is possible is fixed, and vice -versa,
so that in this. respect the design is
rendered somewhat difficult.
As practical examples of the order

battery. This, of course, is a valuable asset, and one which possesses
considerable advantages. In such

cases what is required is a small
commencing voltage and a large

range for the ballasting action.
This condition is not fulfilled in the
examples given, but by suitable
variations of gas pressure somewhat
greater ranges are obtainable.
Practical Results
Some actual samples tested by the

writer some time ago maintained a

constant current of o.3 amp. in a

filament circuit over a range of 3 to
to volts applied across the L.T.
terminals.

ment, and the temperature and pressure of the hydrogen atmosphere in
which the filament is running. Fig.
shows the variation of the tempera-

ture coefficient and what may be

termed the radiation coefficient of a
system such as has just been
described.

It will be observed that there is a
particular portion where the curves
cross, this portion being between the

temperature range of 55o and no
deg. Cent. This is the range over

which ballast action can occur, for,
as will be seen, the radiation coefficient over this range is smaller than
the temperature coefficient.
Points in Design

The design of a ballast resistor,
therefore, consists in so designing
the length and diameter of the iron
filament that it lies within this particular range of temperature when
carrying the required current. A

certain flexibility is permissible, but
the conditions are really somewhat
rigid. The current which is to be
passed by the device determines the

The main cscillator panel at Bound Brook (WJZ) is duplicated, so that
the breakdown risk is reduced.
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Random Technicalities
By Percy 10 'Harris,

_nssisIdni edifor

T is strange that with all
the improvements in
wireless receiving- appa-'

ratus, b6th homy -constructed and commercial, the averager aerial

one sees when- travelling by train
is as ugly, sloppy, and inefficient
as ever. The first half-hour's run
from any of the great London termini will reveal many delightful
examples of how not to do it.

One

aerial.

Different

aerials

is

dependent

on

the

particular

aerial with which it is used.
Ill-treatment of Accumulators

Users of the dull emitter valve

which consumes only 6o to
milliamperes do not often realise that
the low filament consumption may

a number of multi-wiro
aerials-sometimes as many as six
parallel wires being used on 8 ft:
or to ft. spreaders, supported not
higher than 15 ft. or 20 ft. above
still sees

In

to ruin an accumulator quicker
than by almost any other methods.

The position is made worse by the
fact that a 4 -volt accumulator
discharged to, say, 2.8 volts will,

after being left for a short time,
temporarily come back in voltage
to a higher figure, thus again
tempting the user to discharge it
still further.

A Wise Policy
Personally I have long-

as good results would be obtained
with only two wires, supported at
the same height, and much better
results would. be obtained with a

accumulators, i.e., to adjust the
filament resistances on the valve

so that at two, volts per
cell the correct current is passing.
Directly the valve starts to dim,
instead of readjusting the filament
resistances, I take the batteries off
in use,

have

even seen frame aerials supported
at a great height above a building,
with a single lead from the set to
one

end

of

the

frame

and recharge them.
The additional discharge period obtainable

aerial

winding, the user being apparently
unaware of the principle of the
working of such aerials.
I

with an accumulator after the first
drop has taken place is so small
that it is not worth worrying about,
and one can make perfectly sure of

Aerial Height and Interference
sometimes pass a perfectly

appalling collection of sticks tied
together with string and rearing
itself to a dizzy height above the

have not the slightest
ldea what kind of set the owner of
4,ach an aerial uses, but if it is a
v-rystal receiver then the height of
railway.

I

the aerial would probably give him

excellent results. If he uses a
multi -valve receiver he may be

seriously troubled by interference
from the local station.

I am by no means an advocate
of high aerials in all cases. Pro-

vided one has a sensitive set, better

results from distant stations can
often be obtained by using a low

since

adopted the only safe way in using

single wire if taken from a chimney
I

any

manufacturer likes to think of his
cells being discharged below 1.8
volts per cell, as long experience
has shown him that this is the way

the. ground.
In the majority of such cases just

to a pole in the garden.

Ruinous Treatment
case, no accumulator

have

different degrees of selectivity, and
often a particular circuit gets credit
for a selectivity which in the main

keeping the cell in first-class condi-

One of the main masts at the new
WJZ station. This supports the aerial
used for the lower -frequency transmissions. The great height of the
mast is well conveyed by this view.

lead them to discharge a four -volt
accumulator far below a -safe point
without any noticeable decrease in
signal strength. Such valves will
work effectively with down to about
2.5 volts, and the average four -volt
accumulator will give current at

this voltage, when the flow of a
heavier current would immediately

bring the voltage far below this
point.

666

tion

over long

periods

method is adopted.
For the reasons
.

if

this

given Aar

there is much to be said for using
valves designed for the exact voltage of an accumulator, i.e., two,
four or six volts. There are a
number of two- and four -volt valves

available, and these can be used in,
a set without filament resistances
of any kind.

JOTTINGS BY THE WAY
It has been decided that in future
the feature Jottings by the Way'
will appear in alternate issues of
" Wireless Weekly."
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Circuits for the Experimenter
NO. 2.

A TWO -VALVE CIRCUIT WITH "PARALLEL FEED" COUPLING.

+

13-F CHOKE

HI

C5

4

11--

ootp F

C2

v,

c,
0005/..,F

+

2

.000.5pF

7

4

LT

E

NEUTRODYNE circuits are
becoming so popular nowadays that other methods of
securing stable high -frequency amplification are apt to be rather
neglected. A particularly effective
and successful scheme of H.F.
inter -valve coupling, however, which

does not employ any method of

neutrodyne control, is that which
incorporates a method of " parallel
feed " from the anode circuit of the
one valve to the grid circuit of the
next.

" Parallel Feed "
In this scheme the anode circuit
of the H.F. valve contains a
choke coil, while from the anode of
the valve itself a lead is taken

through a stopping condenser to a

coupling winding, and so to the

form of this type of coupling

is

Shown, no separate primary winding

being indicated, but instead auto -

coupling is used. Upon examination
of the first diagram, it will be seen

that a small variable condenser of
.000t duF capacity, indicated by C2,
is provided to act as a stopping con-

denser between the anode of the
high -frequency valve and the portion

of the coil which serves for auto -

path from the anode to the filament
circuit of the high -frequency valve
consisted of a fixed condenser and a
small winding which constituted the
primary of a transformer, the
secondary of this transformer being
connected' across the grid and filament of the succeeding valve in the
ordinary way.
An Auto -Coupling Method

In this week's circuit a simple

Coupling Details

The auto -coupling

arrangement

Neutro-

the rectifying valire, a lead from the

2. A Simply -made Intervalve

tapping point upon this coil. -.In this

without

Coupling Unit.

3. Reduced Grid Damping in

coupling purposes, and the .function
(f this condenser calls for a word of
explanation.
Adjustment of Natural Reaction

In Mr. Hartt's sets the parallel

valves which are being employed.
Small adjustment of the natural reaction effect can then be made by
variations of the high-tension value
applied to the first valve.

1. Stability
dyning.

Hartt in the construction of two
Wireless, and these have proved

to suit the particular lay -out and

connection of the lead from the
anode of the high -frequency valve to

ling was employed by Mr. D. J. S.

very successful.

mately correct value has been found

CIRCUIT NO. 2.
SPECIAL FEATURES

the Detector Circuit.
4. Smooth Reaction Control.
5. Adjustable Degree of Selectivity..

published in recent issues of Modern

probably be substituted with quite
good effect as soon as an approxi-

will be seen to be produced by the

filament circuit, a certain proportion
of the radio frequency component of
the anode current taking this parallelpath. A form of this type of coup-

receivers, which he has called the
" DX Four and the " DX Five,"

4

Primarily, of course, it serves to
prevent a short circuit of the hightension battery, and, secondly, it
-serves to adjust the tendency' to oscil-

late of the first valve. When this
condenser is small, the .first valve
will be found to be perfectly. stable,

while as it is increased in capacity
it will be found that with certain
types of valves self -oscillation will
set in. It is therefore of some
slight advantage to use a variable
.condenser here, but a fixed one can
667

the lower end of the grid circuit of

filament circuit being taken to a
way the amount of the winding included in the parallel anode path of
the first valve can be varied at will
and "so the degree of coupling can
be adjusted.

It will be found that there is de-

finitely a best value for this coupling,

from the point of view of signal

strength and selectivity. The larger

the number of coupling .turns. the
greater the signal strength within

certain limits, but the lower the
selectivity.
Grid Damping
The effect of this particular
method of auto -coupling is to place
-the detector valve across only a part

of the tuned grid circuit, the portion
included between grid and filament
Leing- that between the upper end of

the inductance L3 and the tapping
point from the filament circuit. In,

this way the amount of damping

imposed upon this circuit by the grid
current. .of the detector valve is

Wireless Weekly
reduced, and improved selectivity

results, with only a very slight loss
of signal strength. (This point was
dealt with in a recent article in
Wireless Weekly by Mr. Kendall,

and it will be remembered that it
was shown that this scheme of connections is of decideA benefit from
the point of view of selectivity.)
Hand Capacity Effects

The effect of such a filament tap
for the detector valve,' of course, is
to raise both sides of the condenser
C3 above earth potential, and therefore some slight difficulty may be
experienced from hand capacity
effects. Since, however, the 'number.

of turns included between the filament tap and the lower end of the
coil is usually relatively small, this
effect is not very pronounced, and

January 27, r926

gested, tappings being taken at the
5th, loth, 15th and zoth turns from
the lower end, connection being
made to these points at will with the
filament tap shown.

The circuit given 'at the head of
this section is intended to illustrate
the general principles on which the
final circuit is arranged, a more
detailed arrangement being given in
the second diagram. In this second
arrangement it will be seen that pro-

vision is made for additional grid

bias upon the grid of the first valve
in case the potential drop across the
filament rheostat may not be adequate for the purpose. This will, of
course, depend upon the type of
valve and the filament supply, and it
may, in some cases, be preferable to
use a grid bias battery for the
purpose, connection being made

been found in the case of this circuit to be the method usually associated with the Reinartz circuit,
namely, the insertion of another

radio frequency choke in the anode
circuit of the detector valve, and the
provision of a shunt path from the
anode to the filament of- this valve
consisting of a variable condenser
and a reaction winding coupled to
the grid winding. This coil (L4
should consist of about 30 turns of
the same gauge of wire wound upon
the same former as the grid coil.
Placing of Reaction Winding
It is preferably arranged at the
lower potential end, as shown in the

diagram, to reduce its effect upon
the tuning adjustments of the grid
circuit. If it is found that there are
objectionable hand capacity effects

upon the reaction condenser C6 when
it

H.T.

R -F CHOKE

R -F CHOKE

05 -ow pF

C5 '0003e/F

it

itself, and from the point of view of
simplicity in wiring -up it is often
most convenient -to place it where it
is shown in the diagram.

R

C,

C.B.
4

+LI
0
The circuit in a more detailed form. The points X and Y can sometimes be connected together and the special reaction winding L4 omitted. The
more elaborate arrangement, is, however, to be preferred in most cases.

As regards the practical details of
the circuit, the coils Li and L2 constituting
the
" tight -coupled

primary and the tuned secondary
may be of the ordinary plug-in
variety, the usual small size being
irdicated for Li. The radio frequency choke should be equivalent to
a No: 200 or larger plug-in coil, and
the reader is referred to details given

elsewhere in this issue on the construction of chokes if he' wishes to
make this for himself.
Coil Details

The coil L3 is the only critical
component in the circuit, and for this

so turns of No. 32 double silk -

covered wire on -a 3 in. tube are sug-

reaction, winding and the- filament
circuit, the position which it occupies
in the diagram being thereupon
short-circuited.

upon the design of the condenser

IF
000siiF

noticeable trouble.

position between the other end of the

Whether this- will be necessary
will, of course, depend very largely

C4

does not in practice give rise to any

is connected as shown, it should

be placed in the usual alternative

direct to the negative end of the fila;
ment instead of to L.T.. negative.
Reaction Schemes
It will be seen that the position of
the grid leak has been altered, and,

further, that provision has: been
made for the use of reaction upon

the grid circuit of the detector valve.
This particular arrangement is a particularly beneficial alteration, and
will be found to yield a real improvement in signal strength and
selectivity.

Reaction into the grid circuit of
the detector valve is particularly
beneficial, since the effect of the
detector grid current upon the damp-

ing of this circuit is always fairly
considerable. The most satisfactory

:method of obtaining reaction has
668

Alternative Reaction Scheme
Another scheme for producing reaction which has proved decidedly
erratic in practice, but which it may

be interesting to try,. is to omit the
reaction winding L4 altogether and
instead to. join the points X and Y

directly. This method is riot particu-

larly satisfactory from the point of
view of operation, being tricky to

Work, and With some valves produe
ing very objectionable overlap
effects, but it has the merit of
aud is therefore -worth
trying. A possible objection to its
use is that it does not give the

desirable independence of reaction
and intervalve coupling control...
" CAUSES OF LOUD -SPEAKER
DISTORTION."

It is regretted that exigencies of

space once more necessitate

the

holding over for a Week of the con-

tinuation of the article in the issue
of January 13 on " The Causes of
Loud -Speaker Distortion."
It is hoped to include this article
in an early issue,

-
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THE fRANSATLAN IC TESTS
The transatlantic broadcasting tests have now commenced, and the latest revised schedules
appear below.

sINCE the publication in the last
issue of Wireless Weekly of the
time -table arranged for the
British and Continental stations in
the. Broadcasting Tests, certain

alterations in and additions to the
schedule

have

been

announced.

The revised schedule will be found
in the table on this page.
Attention

is drawn to the fact

that Birmingham and Glasgow are
to transmit on January 29, and that
Radio Toulouse has been withdraWn

from the Tests.

American Schedules

The time schedules arranged for
the stations on the other side of the
stations

Atlantic-that
Canada, the U.S.A., Mexico, and
Cuba-are similar between the
dates January 25 and 28 inclusive
is,

in

(reckoning in Greenwich mean time).
On these nights all stations will

transmit their special programmes
from 3 to 4 a.m., G.M.T., keeping
silent for the period 4-5 a.m., while
the British and Continental stations
are working.
Special Programmes

For January 29 and 3o special

schedules have been arranged. For
January 29 America will be divided

GREAT BRITAIN :

..

LONDON
BOURNEMOUTH
CARDIFF
..
..
GLASGOW
BIRMINGHAM

..
..

CONTINENTAL :
VIENNA
MUNICH
STUTTGART
BRESLAU

MUNSTER
HAMBURG
MADRID
PRAGUE
BRUSSELS

being allotted to .each zone.

..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..

..

..
..
..

363.5
387
353
422

479
496
1,600

In this schedule the stations in
Iowa, North and South Dakota,
Nebraska, and Kansas will work
with the Mountain time zone sta-

American stations operate from 4.45
to 5 a.m.
In this schedule the northern

U.S.A. section will consist of all
states

to the Central tinezone.

Second Series of SChedules

For the tests on January 3o a

north and south diVision of the

country will be observed, and the
transmissions will take place as
follows :-

Canadian stations operate from 4
to 4.15 a.m.
U.S.A. stations, northern section, operate from 4.15 to 4.30 a.m.
U.S.A. stations, southern section, operate from 4.3o to 4.45 a.m.
Cuban, Mexican, and Central

825
775
85o
711
626
'605
188

north

including

and

of

Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming, South
Dakota, Minnesota, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and
Delaware.
The southern section

will consist of all states south of

and including California, Nevada,
Utah, Colorado, Nebraska, Iowa,
Missouri, Kentucky, West Virginia, Maryland, district of Columbia and Virginia.
Reports

tions, although actually they belong

566
619
667
416
721
410
732
764
392.5
373
804
368
815
1,141
263
530
485
450

All

times are giVen in G.M.T.
Eastern time zone and Cuban stations operate from 4 to 4.15 a.m.
Central time zone stations operate
from 4,15 to 4.30 a.m.
Mountain time zone stations
operate from .4..3e to 4.45 a.m.
Pacific time zone stations operate
from 4.45 to.5

FreWave- quency
length
in
kiloin
metres. cycles.

Stations.

ABERDEEN
DAVENTRY

into zones in an cast and west direction, separate times for transmission

All listeners who hear any of the
transmissions from

America

reception,

addreSsing

them

27.

26.

28.

each night of the transmissions.
In order to facilitate the classification of reports, it is further

requested that listeners draw up
their reports as far as possible on
the lines indicated in last week's
issue of Wireless Weekly.

29.

1

30.

Ti me a.m. G.M.T.

- - - - - -- -- --- -- --

4-5
4-5

4-5
4-5
4-5

45

4-5
4-5
4-5

4-5
4-5
4-5
4-5

4-5
4-5
4-5
4-5
4-5

4-5
4-5
4-5
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to

" Tests Editor, Radio Press, Ltd.,
Bush House, Strand, W.C.2." It
is requested that reports be submitted as soon as possible after

Date (January).
25.

are

invited to send in reports on their

-'-- --

4-5
4-5

4-5
4-5
4-5

4-5
4-5
4-5
4-5

4-5

--

4-5
4-5

Remarks.
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" ATMOSPHERICS "

Sta,-Dr. Robinson's articles

on

"- The Nature and Sources of Atmospherics " have been of great interest
to us dwellers in a region of constant
static, and it is to be hoped he will
continue to give us information as to
the result of research. Meanwhile we

do not all agree as to the cause and

origin
of
static.
Mr
Stanley
McCiatchie writes in your issue of
December 23 last, " . . . static is
usually a quite localised affair." This
is certainly true of places on the

Spanish Mediterranean coast.
In a letter of mine you were pleased

time to devote to constant observations and experiments.
Unfortu
nately, also, my idea would seem
to
be in
conflict
with Major
Robinson's dictum, that " atmo-

spherics come on occasions from very
different directions
.
" unless in
.

.

this he refers only to the " crash
variety due to distant storm's. On
the other hand, my idea is not incompatible with the theory of a " cold
front," since any approach to dew point will change the effect._

Granting the state of humidity to be
a factor, as it undoubtedly is here, an
alternative theory is that electrical

Carthagena, 3o miles east, reception
is also much 'better than here.
No one need go to Timbuctoo to
study atmospherics! We can produce
very interesting variety here in
Europe. But as an old (` CoaSter "
myself, I would invite contributions to
a

this discussion from listeners in West

Africa, where the harmaltan at
certain seasons fills the atmosphere

with a perceptible mist of impalpable
dust from the Sahara. Mr. Guy C.
Beddington, who knows what static

can be like

the

in

Mediterranean,

once suggested the Sahara as a contrlbUtory cause.

This theory of dust

to publish in your issue of April 15,
1925, I said ".. .
the local weather
.

seems to be the dominating factor.

A

storm in the English Channel or the
Bay of Biscay does not affect our

reception of Bournemouth, but a local
barometric depression may make it
impossible to hear anything from anywhere."
My later experience confirms the
foregoing, and, moreover, I think I
have even narrowed it down a little;
there is no doubt that while barometric
variation

may

be

reflected,

as

a

general rule (but not invariably) in a
wireless receiver by noise, the meteoro-

variation that is most constantly followed by a change in ratio
of static to signals is that of relative
humidity. I have no opportunity of
observing this hour by hour, but I am
inclined to believe that, at any rate in
this locality, the curve of ratio of perception of signals would follow fairly
closely the curve of variation in relalogical

tive humidity.
I suggest that this may be explained

by the existence in the atmosphere of
innumerable particles of earthly or

meteoric dust, each, or some, at the
same or a different potential to earth.
With variations in atmospheric pressure and temperature, leading to an

approximation to dew -point, each particle receives its covering of condensed

moisture, and may either change its
potential or lose its mobility, or both.
This change in potential or mobility
may have the effect of diminishing the

constant impinging on the aerial of
myriads of electrically charged particles. Hence in winter atmospherics
are less troublesome, and hence also a
frame aerial, protected from physical
contact, affords considerable freedom.
Unfortunately, I have to confess that

all this is guesswork, as I have not the

The Dublin station (2RN) is now being heard with considerable regularity
in this country. This view of the studio indicates that the microphone
used is of the type so extensively employed by the B.D.C.
disturbances

find

their way

more

easily to earth before reaching the
aerial, when moisture in the air is
near condensation point, and screening surroundings are damp.
Reverting to the question of locality,
my experience agrees with that of your
correspondent, Mr. McClatchie.

have had nearly' noiseless reception
too miles west of this place, and at
670

does not at first sight appear tc
account for Alpine influence, but mountaineers know there is an almost

constant stream of particles from a

high mountain ridge to leeward, often
visible as a thin cloud of earth or
which
become ionised.
snow -dust,

may

conceivably

It might be thought that a constant
stream of particles would produce a
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hiSs " rather than a " grinder," but
what I have in my mind is the con-

denser effect in the aerial and its sur-roundings., In any case it would be

very interesting to know whether in
West Africa_ th static is fiercer or not

during the harmattan season.-Yours
faithfully, "
-

I

shall be glad to give any further

information direct if required.-Yours
faithfully,

A. TAYLOR.

golleville, Seine Inferieure,
France.
P.S.--Postage to France is 21d.
Excess postage is very heavy !

I must confess myself puzzled at the
phenomena observed. Is it possible

that the poor selectivity with the last
series of valves tried is due to increased

grid current? Your views and those
of your readers on the subject would
be wekomed.-Yours faithfully,
P. R. WILSON.

Wimbledon, S.W.te.

GEORGE L. HOAG.

Aguilas (Murcia), Spain.

A SUPERHET QUERY.

CHEMICAL RECTIFIERS
;,SIR,-With reference to the difficulties experienced by your readers with
chemical rectifiers, perhaps the following information after three months'
very successful use may be of -'help.
Solution. -1- lb.

commercial phos-.

phate of soda in 1 gallon rainwater is
amply strong enough. Pure sodium
phosphate would be better, but it cannot be had here. The soda salt is
much cheaper than the 'ammonia salt.
If phosphate is not available, bicar-

SIR, --A few weeks ago I constructed
a 6 -valve Superheterodyne receiver,
utilising the tropadyne principle and
having two stages of intermediate
frequency amplification. I used Silver

Marshall transformers for the inter-

mediate stacres of amplification, of the
type described in Wireless Weekly for
December 2, 1925.
I have been getting quite good results
with the receiver on the broadcast band
-

plate 14 in. x 21 in. x 1/16 in., plates
separated s in. to in. between each,
the lead being central. With sodium
coated

with

a

plate

chocolate -

card.

ping giving twice 12 volts at 3 amperes.
-Mounting.-I drilled the plates at

the edges of the three plates in line at
the bottom.
Knotting the two strings and passing
them through a screw -eye in a board
above, one can regulate the immersion
and- current output by hooking the
;knot on to one of a series of nails in
the board.

Circuit.-The central tapping goes

-through the ammeter to Six so -amp. -

hour accumulators arranged in two

banks of three in series. The positive
dilatesp must be connected to the middle

tapping of the transformer and the
negative plates to the lead -plate in the
phosphate solution.

Results obtained are very satisfac-

tory even on a local- supply where

voltage regulation of the mains may
be said to be non-existent. I charge
regularly at
amps. as indicated
about five hours per day for a bright
emitter 4 -valve set which gives me all

B.B.C. main stations, Rome, Berne,

Toulouse, Madrid and Stoke (relay) on
loud -speaker, and works for long
periods.

When the solution, at first clear,
becomes very milky and the amps. fall
off,

it is time to renew.

Wireless Constructor.

The main set is the " Transatlantic
Four," described by Mr. Harris in

of

the

supporting

cabinet

is

an

" A.B.C. Wave Trap " (Radio Press
Envelope No. 6, by G. P. Kendall,

the top to take terminals and large

vent it falling through and to have

of the crystal circuits described in The

cutting out with the switch provided
I am able to use as a five -valve with
two L.F. stages.
In the small cupboard let in the top

Transformer.-I have a French.
make transformer, primary HO volts
5o' cycles, secondary with middle tap-

kinking the edges near the top to pre-

Harris in Envelope No. 2, and some

December, 1924, and, this is also connected by the other throw of the switch
to the
Transatlantic," so that by

coloured skin which must be removed
from time to time with a piece of file

washers to receive spade terminals and
flexible leads.
With two spacing
pieces of ebonite top, and bottom I
placed ' and wedged the aluMinium
plates with thin wood wedges and slid
the .lead plate into the central groove,

have also built and used your
Family Four ". described by Mr.

switch -to a " Two -Valve Power
Amplifier," as described by John
Underdown in Modern Wireless,

phosphate the aluminium plates remain
becomes

I

Modern Wireless for November, 1924,
which you will see at the bottom of the
cabinet. Above, on the left-hand side,
is the " Fool -Proof Crystal Set," from
The Wireless Constructor, January,
1925, and designed. by Mr. Harris also.
This is connected by a D.P.D.T.

bonate will do.
Plates.- -Two
aluminium
plates
12 -in. x 2.1 in. x
in. thick, one lead

clean, but with use the lead

A READER'S SET
SIR,-I made the set in the enclosed
photograph from various designs in
your Radio Press series, and am really
delighted with same. I might add that

The handsome receiver constructed

by Mr. H. R. ,Ward from Radio

Press designs.
of frequencies, but I am not quite
satisfied with the intermediate stages.
My trouble has been concerned mainly

with finding the best type of valve to
use, and I should much appreciate
the views of any, of your readers who
have had similar experiences.
With the first valves tried amplification seemed ..quite good, and the selectivity of the receiver was sufficient- to
enable me to receive Manchester with-

out interference from -London. (I am
seven miles - from 2L0).
Being
anxious to try' experiments, I substituted small power valves for these
valves. Results were much ,inferior,
both

selectivity

and

amplification

suffering from the change.
My next experiment was to try some
valves of a special H.F. type. These
gave very much better amplification,
but selectivity was decidedly poorer
than with the first valves tried ! It

was no longer possible to hear Manchester through London's transmission. Bournemouth could be brought
in, but always with a " background "
of London. The amplification factor
of these latter valves is given by the
makers as 16, with an 'impedance of
35,000 ohms. The first valves tried
have an amplification factor of 8, with
an impedance of 4o,000 ohms.
671

B.Sc.), which may be used if desired.
This panel also contains the plugs for
connecting to the accumulator at the
base; on the right-hand side is the
H.T. battery.
Wishing you every success.-Yours
faithfully,

HORACE R. WARD.

Coventry.

RECEPTION IN INDIA
SIR,-I wish to report on the reception of Daventry in India on a four -

valve home -constructed set which was
described by Mr. Harris in Radio Press
Envelope No. 2 (" Family Four ").
Almost every night I spend an hour
or two endeavouring to sort Daventry

out from the Russian spark stations.
The latter are almost always working
and are very strong here, but although

some very good musical items are
often obtained, speech is as a rule a
little too distorted to follow. However, last Thursday night (December 24) I was surprised to hear the
strength of Daventry's carrier, and on
tuning him in received an excellent
programme. The best items received
were as follows : 0012 hours (I.S.T.),

" All Alone " (orchestra); 0030 hours
(I.S.T.), seven o'clock, Big Ben; 0031
hours (I.S.T.), weather forecast and
news; 0145 hours (I.S.T.), Christmas
carols (choir).-Yours faithfully,
R. J. DRUDGE-COATES.

Rawalpindi, India.
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they should be represented acttrilly
on the administrative committee.
Mr. G. Marcuse, who was allowed
to' interpose at this - point, stated
to Capt. Frazer that close co-opera-

THE BROADCASTING
ENQUIRY

(Continued from page 663)

desired to be given a transmission
by. the B.B.C:, for test purposes,
other than they at present got?

Sir C. _Holden : Yes,. something

in the way of -Signals other than

the programme.
Questioned by Capt. Ian Frazer,
M.P., the witness said it would Le
.

a great advantage if periods were

fixed in advance .'during which there

would be no -broadcasting, ekperimental or otherwise.
Earl Crawford desired to be
fanned if, as they were interfered
with by the B.B.C. transmissions,

the members would not interfere
with each other?
Sir C'. Holden agreed that this

was possible.
Capt. I. Frazer thought that mo: e
co-operation with the 13:13.C. would
meet many requirements, as, for
instance, when many stations closad
before midnight.
He also ques-

tioned the witness whether they
desired to be represented on an advisory body or actually on the talministrative committee of the
B.B.C.
The witness considered

tion existed with the B.B.C.,- but
he thought it might be closer.
The Silent Hour

He mentioned that the R.S.G.B.
had applied for a silent hour or half-

hour, between the times of 6.3o

p.m. and 7.3o p.m., twice a week.

This had been refused. Earl CraWford asked -if there was
any qualification for. membership?
SirC. Holden said there was not,

but that this was a future possibility.

Earl Crawford said he took the
view that the -chief grievance was
lack of scope for experiment.
Witness agreed.
Earl Crawford asked whether it
was not natural, seeing the society
represented only about 800 persons,
that the concession of a silent
period between 6.30 p.m_ and 7.30
p.m. was refused?

Sir C. Holden thought that the
experiments would be in the in-

terests of

the progress of the

science.

The Chairman thought they desired probably the most important

FIT A

" MELLOWTONE
COUPLIER

hour or half-hour in the whole day's
programme.
Why was this particular time desired?
Mr. Maurice Child said that

signals from New Zealand were

only audible at this period.
The Chairman said this showed
the New Zealand experimenters
were prepared to work at 6.o a.m.
We could do likewise.

Asked as to Wihether it was a

fact that the B.B.C. encouraged;

experiment and experimented con-.
stantly themselves, the witness
stated he had no, information.

Lord Rayleigh said perhaps he.

could give some information on this
point.

The B.B.C. had specially

transmitted outside their normal
programme hours to aid Prof.
Appleton in a series of experiments.

Lord Blanesburgh asked if they
could not work early in the morning or, say, 9.0 a.m. to 9.30 a.m.?
The witness said members had

other matters to attend to, and,

besides that, they obtained better
results during the night.
1-40rd Blanesburgh here showed
satisfaction at eliciting the information that it was desired to interrupt
the programmes merely to suit the
personal convenience of members of
the society.
OBTAINABLE FROM STOCK FROM:
LONDON-Messrs. R,

HUDDERSFIELD -

Mr. R. A. Wilson, 5.
Bishop's Road, PAD-

KILMARNOCK -

McKelten & Co., Ltd.
58, High Street, W.1.,

DINGTON : Messrs.
The Radiofans, 36,
Courtland
Avenue,
NORBDRY ; Messrs.
The Stratford Wireless
Co., 107, The. Grove,

-STRATFORD;
Messrs. Leslie Dixon

-the most efficient and
economical

Messrs. The London
'Electric Stores, Ltd.,
9, St. Martin's Street.

selectivity and perfectly smooth reaction

ABINGDON- Messes.

method for
tuned anode and reaction. Gives excellent

control.
Retail Prices.

It is neat, compact and finely finished-

AERIAL AND REACTION.
35 (B.B.C.

plugs into standard valve holder, takes up
5'6

.

- & ' Co., 218, Doper
Thames Street, E.C.4 ;

small panel space and cuts out the necessity
for coil holders.

LeicesterSquare.W.C.2

The Abingdon Wireless
Supplies, 20, Lombard
Street.

ABERDARE - Messrs.
The South Wales Wire-

less Depot, 16a, Duke
Street. GLAM.

BARNSLEY - Mr.
Ewart Lawson,
Square.

Peel

BELFAST-Mr. J. C.

Daventry

TUNED ANODE AND REACTION.
250-650
650-1650
1500-3000

..
.

.

(Daventry)

..

516

7/6
10, 6

Obtainable at all dealers. Write for Illustrated List of Valve Receivers and
Components.

\\ Af11 _111
MIDLAND RADIOTELEPHONE
Telephone

Sloutbridge 318.

r°U1RiiRICS°

Youngs (Glasgow)Ltd.,

40, Stockwell Street;
Messrs. The Scottish

Radio Supply Co., 68,
Bath Street, C.2.' -

GUERNSEY - Mr. E.
W. Laker, 7, -Vauvert
Street.

Ex Seri /rental

Staffs,, 2 W.R.
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E.

Robertshaw he Co.,
Park Place ; Messrs.
The Albion Electric
Stores, New Station St.

MANCHESTER -

Messrs. Hirst, lbbetson

& Taylor, Ltd., 797a,
Blackfriars Street.

NEWCASTLE- ON
TYNE-Messrs. Watsons, Wholesale Wireless, 2, Maw Market.

NOTTINGHAM-

Messrs. Pearson Bros.,
54,55. Lolls, Row.

PAIGNTON & TORQUAY-Mr. W. Sager
PRESTON.

ROCHDALE-Mr.

C.

B. Wilkinson, Junction
Chambers.
Oldham
Road; Mr. R. W.
Aerstall, 18, Milnrow
Road.

SHEFFIELD-Mr.

Messrs.

GLASGOW - Messrs.

BRETTELL LANE WORKS

Radio

Hustlergate ;

Wireless Co., 83, High
Street.

4 lada,

The

SHREWSBURYM e s srs. Strelfords

Messrs.. The C.F.H.

MFRS LTD

Messrs.
House.

LEEDS - Messrs.

Boyle, 37, Antrim Rd.

BRADFORD - Messrs.
Penty & Margetts, 1,
E. Robertshaw & Co.,
Barry Street.
BRIERLEY HILL -

LOWTo

Radio Ads.

Messrs. J. H. Taylor &
Co., Macaulay Street.

Garage, COLEHAM.
J.
Harris, Crescent
Garage. Berley Carr.
W.

S/10EBURYNESS-Messrs. The P. P. Engineering Co., Grove
Works.

STOURI3RIDGE- Mr.

D. G. Holmes, Lower
High Street.

TEIGNMOUTH -

Messrs. The Agra Engineering Co.

SPAIN-Messrs.
La

Hi spana

MASNOU.

The
Radio,

AND ALL L FADING DEALERS;

:
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nformation
Department.
J. 0. C. (DUBLIN) has constructed
Supersonic -heterodyne receiver
with separate oscillator, and can only
hear his local station faintly. Turn-

diagnosis cannot be put forward, but
we would advise that attention be paid
to the valve sockets, since in practice

filament resistance does not materially affect results. He asks where
to look for the fault.

to give rise to somewhat similar be-

a

ing out the oscillator valve on its
Faults in super -heterodyne receivers

are extremely puzzling in nature, and
the observed symptoms often seem to

implicate any part of the set but the
component which is actually respon-

Our corretrouble.
spondent has reversed the connections
to the plate coil of the oscillator valve.
sible for the

so obviously the fault is not due to
wrong connections here.

From the symptoms given a definite

M. C. (BRIGHTON) asks what is
meant by " hand capacity Effects "
and how to minimise them.

poor connections .therein,_ through the
insulating material overlapping the
metal of the sockets, have been found

By hand capacity effects is meant the
alteration in tuning of the set when

the hand of the operator is brought
near to a condenser, an inductance coil,

haviour to that obServed.
All transformer windings and coils
should be tested for continuity by the
well-known telephones and dry cell
method, whilst any component which
can be substituted by some other
known to be working effectively,
should be so replaced. For further
hints the reader is referred to " Faults
in Supersonic -heterodyne Receivers "
the December,
Modern Wireless.
in

1925,

issue

or an) other conducting part of the

receiving apparatus which is connected

to a point of more or less high potential.

The capacity to earth, or even

the isolated capacity of the operator's
body, is responsible for the trouble,

which is most noticeable, as a rule,
with sets employing high frequency
amplifiers or in receivers intended for
Screening the condensers by means of thin metal plates
secured to the underside of the panel

short-wave work.

of

For 1-3 valves:

that

Types 1111A, 11

does its own sales talk. Its

For 3-5 valves :

"'SPARTA"

is

a

speaker

tone appeals at the first hearing.

Types HA or 1111.
For 5 valves
OF

The reason lies in a construction that
is different. That difference is the
outcome of long experiment.

which enables very delicate refine -

merit of tone values.

The new

patent magnetic compensator gives
remarkably distinct rendering.
London Depot:

176, Tottenham
Court Road, W.1

Telephone: Museum 9008

more:

Types A or 11.
PRICES.

Types A, HA,
HHA

£4

The large " Sparta has a unique
feature-an additional tone selector

13

or 1111.1.

15
Type B

:

0

£5 : 15 : 0
Types HB, HUB
£6
0 : 0
Type HHJ
£2 : 10 0
Type B models,

,Owed with both
volume and tone
control.

FULLER'S UNITED ELECTRIC WORKS, LTD.
Essex.
Chadwell Heath
Telephone : lucid 1200.

Telegrams

Chadwell Heath."

--sells on the test
174-11
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What we admire, we praise, and when we praise
Advance it into notice, that its worth
Acknowledged, others may admire it too.

COWPER

"That its worth acknowled ed
(I

jUST how strong is the wireless public's
loyalty to the Wuncell Dull Emitter is
demonstrated by the fact that the year
just passed was easily the most successful
in the history of the Cossor Valve.
A very large proportion of Wuncell users

are those who first became acquainted

with the peculiar merits of Cossor Valves
through the original P.' -the most
popular Bright Emitter ever placed upon
the British market.
During the past two and a half years the

public have had ample opportunity to
test out the Cossor Valve under every
possible condition. Invariably they

have found it supersensitive to a
degree, productive of a beautiful

9
4

O4

4

4

fullness of tone and exceptionally trustworthy. They have proved that the arched
filament combined with the electron retaining hood -shaped Grid and Anode is

responsible for a standard of efficiency
which cannot be duplicated by any other
make of Valve. Consequently once they
have chosen their valves, Cossor users are
not to be weaned from them.

Month by month this circle of en-

thusiasts is widened by those discerning
men who are desirous of obtaining
the finest possible valve service. With

the Wuncell they are realising that the
working costs of a Valve Set are
reduced to a level never before
believed possible.

For 2 -volt Accumulators.

For 2, 4 or 6 Volts.

W.I. For Detector and L.F. use
Consumption: 3 amps.
W.2. (With red top) For H.F. use
Consumption: 3 amps.
W.3. The Loud Speaker Valve

W.R.I. Similar to W.r, but with
special resistance which
can be short-circuited
when not required - W.R.2. Similar to W.2, but with
resistance as above - -

Consumption: .5 amps.

-

14/ -

-

14/ -

-

18/6

16/16/-

A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, N.5

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS WEEKLY "

IS A

Gilbert Ad. 4436

GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION TO BUYERS.
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and connected to the earth terminal of
the receiver, or in some cases by
merely reversing the leads to the condenser, will often effect some improvement.' It is mostly in the adjustment of variable condensers .that . the
trouble makes itself felt, and when
it is found impossible by the means
previously mentioned satisfactorily to.
work the receiver, it is adtisable that
long extension handles be fitted;

LESS WEEKLY," Vol. 6, Number 9,

H. J. P. (STAFFORD) wishes . to
construct a selective 2 -valve set for

spondent's" diffiCulty,

of all

his components

certain voltage must be dropped across
the smoothing valve, usually of be-

excepting

tween 6o and 7o volts, which at once
makes it impossible to obtain the 200

no name; but appears to be well

volt tapping.

made.
It would appear likely from the
symptoms given that the double con-

L. W. M. (NEW BARNET) states
that with his " All -Concert de Luxe "

denser is "responsible for our corre-

ting current power lines pass near

that the two- sets of plates are placed

electric supply is of alternating
current at 220 volts, and that alterna-

receiver he cannot obtain results at
all comparable with those given by
Mr. Harris, in Radio Press Envelope
No. 4. He submits a sketch of his
aerial, which is shown to be 20 ft.
high at one end and 15 ft. at the other,
whilst on either side and only 5 ft.
away in one case, two other aerials
are erected.

and we would

working two pairs of telephones
and states that the house lighting

dOuble condenSers, generally nameless,

reflex receiver would be suitable for

too. elosO together, which results in
uncontrollable oscillation being experienced.

Situated as is our correspondent, we

W. C. (BOGNOR) asks us to refer

to his house; He asks whether a
his purpose.

would not advise that any reflex re-

him to a back number of " WIRE-

ceiver be employed, since such sets are
prone to be affected by induction from
alternating current mains, which often

LESS WEEKLY " in which a suitable
wavetrap for separating Radio -Paris

and Daventry is described.
A type D wavetrap, which serves

gives rise to an objectionable " humming " in the telephones. A straight

admirably for this purpose, is described

with an inductively

in Wireless Weekly, Vol. 4, No. 15,

coupled aerial circuit, is to be pre-

for August 13, 1924.

ferred, and for a suitable design we

would refer our reader to the November, 1924, issue of Modern Wireless,
in which a " Double -circuit Neutrodyne Receiver " is described.
F. P. (WORTHING) has construc-

M. W. (CRANTHAM) asks us how
to alter the smoothing unit described
by Dr. Robinson in the January,
1926, issue of " MODERN WIRE-

LESS," in order to obtain 60, 100,
and 200 volts from his 200 volt
direct current mains.

ted the 2-H.F. and detector receiver
described by Mr. Rattee in " WIRE-

rs

As used in
ill)6*"11".

ing the aerial and earth system of
which he sends us the sketch, since

the average height of the aerial is but
little above 15 ft., and it is seriously
screened by the other aerials which are
near it and above it in height. Under
the circumstances, therefore, we can
only suggest that the height of the
aerial be increased, especially at the
lead-in end, and that experiments be
tried with alternative earth connections, in order to determine whether

this part of the system can also

be

improved.

"1

Circuits
dihkahalh

We are by no means surprised that
our correspondent has been unable to
duplicate Mr. Harris's results on the
All -Concert de Luxe receiver, employ-

f;,/

ORMOND PourL'A CONDENSERS
dealers

since it

should be realised that of necessity a

the double condenser, Which bears

Suggest. that this be changed for one
of the type used in the original design.
In practice it is found with certain

gallall

for the voltages specified,

ance. He states that he is certain

-

set, preferably

The unit mentioned is not suitable

and can only obtain stable working
by dimming one of the H.F. valves
on its respective filament resist-

,,,f1S,WrOf

published in

/1
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Publications

BECOL

47/ tiby;

WILL STAND ThE MOST SEARCHING TEST__
llaimmisaymEmzipmE

Ex,R,

TIE PARITI

EBONITE Co.L-m.

liANWEL/L#

It will not fail you-Why not ?
Because the finest ingredients are used in the
manufacture of Becol Ebonite, it is made by

See the inspection label
on erery condenser.

you can increase the capabilities of

any circuit by incorporating Ormond
Condensers.

.

Distant stations that remain elusive con-

sequent on the characteristics of other
condensers can be tuned in sharp and
clear, with the .Ormond because of its

'wider range of minute capacity variations.
Your Dealer
Stocks them.

Supplied in the following

slum
Price
Price
with
without
Size. Vernier. Vernier.

experts of long experience who know what
GENUINE Ebonite is. Those who have used
Becol Ebonite continue to do so. YOU who have

not used it should try it and YOU will continue
to do so.
AU panels are guaranteed free from surface

11

'00025 Of 0/6
'0003
7/S
Pt-.
13/'0005 916
001
Oh 10/6
Complete with lino''

leakage.

Be guided by experts and use Becol Ebonite.
Ask your dealer for it.

and Dial.

The British Ebonite Co., Ltd.,

)

....._.*--

ORMOND ENGINEERING Co.Ltd.199-205, Fenton
villa
Road
Ern' g's Cross,
London,
N.1.
-

11

Whiskia Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1.
Factory
Telegrams :-'' Ormendengl, E5,cro., .
Telephone :-Clerkenwell 9344,5 and 3.

HANWELL,

675

LONDON

::

W.7.
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"Radio Engineering"
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C.

RADIOtENGINEERIN6
LovigotAluxicAlemoo.

3-J1-112EYNERIISc(Hons.
ACIGI
to,VA

Every Experimenter, Engineer and Research

worker in radio should own this valuable
Handbook. It contains information and data
of paramount importance to all who are
interested in the technical aspect of the
science. The whole book, comprising 484

.

pages, 314 illustrations, 196 pages of general
mathematics, electrical and physical tables,
and 111 tables, will prove invaluable to the

-

,_

serious experimeter.
The Book is

TWO
N 0 T A B L E _.,
A.DDITIONS ..
.....,

__.

-N- _.
---- -

.....
_...,

Radio Calculations and Measure-

ments, Tuning and Radiation,
Thermionic Valves, Radio Trans-

mitters, Radio Receiving Appa-

ratus, Designs of Masts and
_., Aerials, Telegraphy and Tele-

phony, Miscellaneous.

A COMPLETE
---

REFERENCE

PUBLICATIONS
--t.--,.
---,,
._.------,
lin

LIBRARY FOR

-.--.

15/ -

-----

----,_-_----,,,.,_..TO

. =Z----------,=.-.--_- ----.z.:
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: - - -----'s.
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_._
------,---------- -------.---,-:-.---_- ---,___,,

COMMUNICATION"
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C.

------=,

or Post Free 15;9
from Dept. S,
Radio Press, Ltd.

---'-:-,-,-..-__' _2--':--z---,t MODE

--z-_,...___::
-----,_.-,--_,.

Here is a book that fills a decided need of those experimenters in wireless who are desirous of securing more
information.
The enthusiast who already possesses an
elementary

knowledge

of

electricity will find this

Handbook of great assistance. The theory of radio
communication is explained in considerable detail, and a
large portion of the book is devoted to spark, arc and
valve transmitters. Fundamental principles are dealt
with in a clear and concise manner.

RADIO PRESS, LTD.,

PRICE

5/ or Post Free
5/6
from Dept. S,

Radio Press,
Ltd.

Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2

-
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Wireless Weekly Small Advertisements.
RECEIVERS

TELEPHONE

and

Loud

Speakers Rewound, 2,000 ohms, 3/6.

-A. Roberts & Co.,
Balham, S.W.12.

42,

Bedford

Hill,

2 - VALVE Amplifier, 35'-, use one or two
valves; also 1 -Valve Amplifier, 20/-,
both perfect, as new. Valves, 4,6 each.
Smart Headphones, 8 6 pair. New 4 -volt

Accumulator, celluloid case, 13'-. New
Dura 66 -volt H.T. Battery, guaranteed,
7/-. 2 -Valve All -Station Set, works speaker,
£4. Approval willingly. - W. TAYLOR,
57, Studley Road, Stockwell, London.

HEADPHONE REPAIRS. - Re -wound, re magnetised, readjusted. Lowest prices

quoted on receipt of teleph nes. Delivery
three days. Est. 26 years. Varley Magnet
Co., London, S.E.18.

PERMANENT DETECTOR
The

Original One Hole

Fixing

Accurate,

Dependable

Detector

Stops Fiddling with Catswhiskers
all
Every " Literty " from
dealers

tested on actual

broadcasting and or

direct

is fully guaranteed
Tested and Unanimously
recommended by the
wireless press

PRICE

3/6
50% More Efficiency
50% Lower Price
The 100% DETECTOR

Refuse inferior imitations

Insist on seeing name" LIBERTY'
Fixing in panel (1 hole fixing) brackets or to exist

fag detector terminals by 2 pieces copper wire

THE "Liberty" Detector gives more sea -

The significance

of the name

1 sitive reception Permanently than a cats whisker gives Temporarily. No hunting for
thaespecial spot

T.C.C.

by the slightest vibration.

The Liberty"is entirely unaffected by vibration, sensitive all over, and that loud spot cannot be lost. RADI-',RC rlec rical Co., Ltd.
BENNETr STREET, LONDON, W.4

REPAIRS
TO HEADPHONES

TO LOUD SPEAKERS
TO COILS
Rewound lo any Resistance and
Naos asr..

Established
26 Years.

Price
wade equal to new.
quoted on receipt of instruments.

Prompt Delivery.

The VARLEY MAGNET

Company

WOOLWICH, S.E.18.

'Phone : Woolwich 889.

voR twenty years the Telegraph
11 Condenser Co. Ltd., have
been making fixed Condensers.
During that time they have made

many millions-in fact there is
hardly a country where the
familiar

little green T.C.C.

Condenser has not become wellknown for its accuracy and
steadfast dependability.
But
besides the little Condensers

used so much in wireless, the
T.C.C. make huge Condensers
which stand more than six feet
high and which weigh nearly
4 tons.

RE A IRS Sets Phones T. Formers
Officially approved by the Radio Association.

All Work Guaranteed-Lowest Rates -29 Hour Service.
68, Faningdon Street, E.C.4.
Phone 5-Central 1930.

JOHN W. MILLER ,

Obviously the T.C.C. would not
get orders from all parts of the world
for these large and expensive Con -

densers if they did not possess ?it
exceptionally good reputation in the
electrical industry. Such prestige

has been gained by specialising in
Condensers alone, for the T.C-C.
make no other product.

And they are proud of the fact that

they are the oldest exclusive

Condenser manufacturers in this
country.

You buy your Condenser on faithyour faith in the firm that makes it.
Without an elaborate test you cannot
tell

whether your Condenser

is

functioning properly. It may look
all right and yet its insulation may be
imperfect.

If you choose a T.C.C. you can be
absolutely certain that it is perfect,
otherwise one of the many critical
tests employed would have discovered
the fault.
Prices and Capacities :
Mansbridge, 2 tnfds.
Mansbridge, 1 'ofd.
Mansbridge, *5 ntfd. Manstridge, '25 mfd.

3/410/8

3/4

3/-

Mansbridge, 'I ,efd.
Mansbridge, oo to 'or -

Mansbridge, '009 to '005
Mica, 'oo4 to 'ooz
Mica, '0009 to '000r

-

2/6
2/4

2/-

2/4
2/4

All communications regard advertising in " Wireless Weekly,"

should be addressed to :Advertisement Manager,
" WIRELESS WEEKLY,"
Bush House,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

The Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd, West Park Works, Mortlake Road, Kew
Gilbert Ad. 4164.
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To all Home Constructors

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR-the leading 6d.
monthly-gives all instruc_
tions, diagrams, etc., required

By Stanley G. Rattee. M.I.R.E.

to build the receiver you need.
The sets described range from
the simple crystal to the multi valve set, and from a receiver
designed for local station
reception to one designed for
D.X. work.

The Neutrodyne Two.

Purchase your copy of the

Special Features.
A Two Way" Crystal Set.

current issue now, and see for
yourself its remarkable value.
Obtainable from all Newsagents and Bookstalls or direct
from The Publisher, "Wireless
Constructor," Bush House,
Strand, W.C.2.

By A. S. Clark.

A Long Distance "Prince"
Receiver.
By C. P. Attinson.

A

Simple
Receiver.

o

Short -Wave

By John W. Barber.

What to Hear on Short

I

C'We Wireless

Waves.

O nstructor

fy A. V. D. Hort, B.A.

EDITED by PERCY W. HARRIS, M. I. R. E,

Every
pQ

Month.

Subscription rates: 8!6 per annum; 4,'3 for 6 months.

Radio
Press Ltd,
Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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Ebonite Panels.
3/16'
2/2
4/8

15" x 9'

5/6

12" x 12' 5/9

154 x 12' 71
. 4"
4' 83.

x I'

x

04CAre

MARA OF

5/-

4/9
5/8

VeruleaBlade extra 1/4

100

10.1

Vernier, no dial

5 vane, 3/3: 7

Polar types

Mars

Ti

es
Choke Coils
2/3 Coil Plage
..
1/8 Ebonite
..
9/6 Superior

Qad-in 4d. yd.

Insulators

..
..

Narrow
Basket

Coil Holders.

Igraine 3 set
Ebonite 3 Coil

Transformers L.P.
H. T. Batteries.
With Wander Plugs. Radio Inst. (new) 251-

10d

Igranic 21/- & 20/-

1/5d

90v. 11/- 60v.
7/6
36v. 4/6 ISv. 1/10
4Iv. F.L. Btry. 4d.
66v. Ever-Edy. 12/6

Ild 36v. 8/-

" Athol" Ebonite 1/3

16v.

2 Coil

2/8

Vernier 2 Coil 3/0
Anode Holder 9d.

111
tr.644b._)N

Lissa) type

Resistances

Bretwood

..

2/0
2/6

3/.

Have you got one 7

IT'S FREE.

.TAYDDR, &

Allvertawn

Fil. Resistances.

2/9
2/6

0NZ.

rom)4(

2/6
McMichael's
. 10/Oojah 900 -metres 6/6

..
..

co

04,

B.F. Tangent

1/6

,

vie,

Ferranti, A.F.4 17/8
Tangent 12%6 & 14/8
Royal 45-1, 3-1, 26/-

Igranie
8/6
Vernier type .. 5/6
Ormond 2/- Ajax 4/ Vernier No. 4 2/6
Burndept
& 7/6
litlicrostat

Peerless Jnr.

Rs)4 15.-rTs\ CANE NBECHADE.
AND ,./aP;EE

Headphones.

4,000 ohms. Brown's
F," B.T.H. Siemens,

Brandes,
General
Radio, Clari tone 20/ Ericsson and
Sterling 22/6
Headphone
5/-

Airweight ..

9/

11\ Adjustable 10/6

RADIO HOUSE.
MACAULAY Si. HUDDERSFIELD

BEFORE you decide which type of set yon will
build, be sure to get particulars ef the Pilot
Service.
A. wide range of first class designs

available -Crystal, one -valve, Reflexes, Neutrodynes,
Multi -valve Sets -in fact, every type up to an 8 -valve
Super Het. We Sllliply all working instructions, blue
prints, drilled and engraved panels and all components.
The Pilot Service enables you to build a Set guaranteed
to work as well as a ready -built one at the bare
cost of the Components. Combine econemy with
A

efficiency by building a Pilot Set. Send for a

a this Pilot Manual today. Post tree
PETO - SCOTT CO., LTD.

D/ST2IBUT012 POZ THE BRITISH /SL ES
PR:IC1E::6

di
SEL,L,AR, priAceP
POLAND
HOUSE,
ROOM 43,
/67 OXFORD STI2EET; W. 1 .

:6

9; 2:51

PHONE:- REGENT 5606.

4N

.79/' 341 Gram, lifoRouCki HiliVf4441ELO

Copy

l,' 13//

21/7-

Good quality ..

ft-zieliLliue

Bhue

Burndept (new) 20/Ureka No. 2 .. 211Concert Grand 25/3/6
Baby Grand 15/ -

3d.

.. 8/6
.. 3/-

,-",/"./

9d

Cvi.

Do. Porcelain 1/- New Tacks 4 -Contact.
1/- Horned Coll Plugs 8d One hole Axing 1/9
Crystor cowl
Standard Plugs 1/3
4J- Basket Coil Sets,
Lead-in
Potentiometer 300
6-1/9, 4-1/,
4' & 6'
94.
ohms es -Govt. 5/ 9' 1/-, 12' & 13'
1/3
Microphones .. 2/British Wires.
swg. dec. see. dsc Alum. H'dbnds. 2/6
Valve Holders.
-Govt. Dewar SwitType A 7d., Polar 1/3 18 1/11 2/11 -8/5 Ex
212
8/4
4/2 ches 12 contact 2/6
Screwed 8 nuts
08. '20
10d. 22 2,6
Ebonite
8/9
4/7
8/10
5/- All 'Igranic,"Lissen,'
1/6 24 2/11
Antiphonic
4/2
5/8
Burndept," Edison.
Security type
1/- 26 8/4
4/9
6/6 Bell,"Atlas," & SterBaseboard type ed. 28 3/9
30
4/10 5/4
7/6 3ag' goods supplied.
32
5/6
6/8/9
Condensers.
8/6 12/Dubilier McMichael's 36 8/40
17/14/8 20/- New Edition
Mallard
(Usual
RELIABILITY
Edleon-Bell prices)
New Mansbridge,
WIRELESS
Variable Leaks.
2 mfd. 3/6, 1 mfd. 2/8 Filtron 0-7 meg. 3/GUIDE, No. 2
Watnael 0-5 meg. 2/6
Ready.

Shell, 21' x 2i'

2/8
3/3
10/8

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
Senerous7erms Prompt Service .

Price .Gist,

7/22's 1,000 -ohm.

Medina

.

NO EQUAL.

Bright

3/3

yv

" J.B." " Ormond " &
"Utility" astral prices

SEND FOR NEW FREE

Wire
1.namelled.

4/6

.0003

6./.

NO ADVANCE.

Aerial

LAW

Var, Condensers

a Ilhlkerb and Dill.
.001 panel type 6/6
Jr) .0005
5/..

1/10
3/9

Any size cut.
Sq. in
51, 4.*, 11

Comprehensitre

IX

Callers Prices

Orders 5/5 value,
carriage paid.
Matt.
9"x 6"
12" x 9'
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Hawk

Coils

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

Efficiency

Capacity
Damping Effects

Resistance

Strength

U.
Waterproo..

lc,. Pat. 20289.

Ask your dealer for one of these coils for test, the price will uo hurt you,
and you will find them as good as, if not better than, till most expensive
coil on the market. A set of these coils make an ideal Xmas present.
Wave Length us.ng .001 Variable
PRICE
Condenser in Parallel

Head Office & Mail Order:

77, City Rd. London, E.C.1
Branches:

62, High Holborn ,London.W.C.1
Walt hamstow : 230, Wood Street

Plymouth : 4, Bank of England
Place
Liverpool: 4, Manchester Street

-

MAXIMUM
3

22050

3310500

21280700

30
400

4500
4950

2300

100
150

MANUAL

2/-

23(10

30
85
40
50
75

7fie PILOT

MINIMUM
190
240
360
370
985
600
815
960

25

395
433
515
680
835
1250
1820

The Hawk Coil Co., Ltd.

2/4
2/4
2/6
2,8

3/-

3/4
3/10
4/8

54

5/8
254)0

8/-

6/6

ST. MARY'S ROAD,
SU RBff ON, SR
UR

P.S. 4458.
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Ntett ahee
Ccsd4
But for

LiM1

Comp LetatisEfficienctj

Pronounced SILDON.

THE ARISTOCRAT OF BRITISH CONDENSERS

SLIEN7USH

A condenser that meets the growing American competition and acknowledged by all who have seen
and tested it as the finest instrument made in this
country.

It is

INDUCTANCE _COILS

in every way the perfect

GROUNDED ROTOR
RAT

JANUARY 27TH, 1926

The following National Physical Laboratory Figures Constitute a Record:
COIL OF 200
INDUCTANCE
SELF -CAPACITY
TURNS

DENSER

3 MICRO-MICROFARADS
1770 MICRO -HENRIES
Send a pr. fir illuarnted booklet-.

SLEKTUN, WELLINGTON. HOUSE,: BUCKINGHAM GATE, S.W,s

Complete

with 4 in.
knob dial

ICJ

1716

ir

'0005 mid.

-0003 na
00025 rnta-

f;

1"

-0002 inta.

From all Good Dealers
or

suppliedD'ctE

POST F

E

"Cyldon Works," Sarnesfield Road,

ENFIELD TOWN, MIDDLESEX
SYDNEY S. BIRD 9 Telephone
:
Enfield 672.

If

-14

you are unable to obtain your

favourlte Wireless Journals from your
Newsagent or Bookseller send a
Promptly delivered
subscription
through the post

MODERN WIRELESS
Twelve months

" Money saved is Money earnedSo when your VALVES' get old or burned
Send them to us-and we, to you,
Will send them back MADE GOOD AS NEW."'
Restored to function

15/-

Six months

7/6

-

". WIRELESS WEEKLY
Twelvemonths

-

32/6

Six months

- 16/3

THE WIRELESS

CONSTRUCTOR

with original characteristics.
ii

-

Twelve months

EFFICIENCY MAINTAINED,
RESULTS GUARANTEED!

-

8/6

Six months

-

4!3

Six months

-

6/6

WIRELESS

B.E. 4/6, D.E. 2V. 7/6,
D.E. '06 9/6.

Twelve months

-

13

WIRELESS DEALER

Price List for Power Vera

on application.
We return the actual Valve YOU
send us, post tree, within 7 days.

(Obtainable by Trade only)

THE NORTH LONDON VALVE CO., LTD.,

Twelve months (U.K.) 7/6 ; (Abroad) 10 -

22!, CAZENOVE ROAD

RADIO PRESS LTD.

STOKE NEWINGTON,
Liberal Discount to Wireless Agents.

N.16.

BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
resistance of 6 ,ohms, whilst a

continuation of tit is of 3o
ohms resistance.
he resistance element
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hard fibre
tension.
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placed in cc

rue contact

;NM !AA
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ler great

fixing is
Mats are

1; positions.

a smooth,
silky action, and all metal
parts arc nickel -plated.

Two in One !
The new Dual Rheostat-a

" Peerless " product in every
Specially designed to
way.
inert the demand for a resistance equally applicable to
bright or dull emitters. It has
two windings-one offering a

Ask your Er 6 to send direct

PEF
SS 3/9
DUAL "4,;4.1:0STAT
3/9

THE BEDFC.Rp ELECTRICAL

& RADF) CO., LTD.,
22, Campbell Road, Bedford.
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Wireless For All

Simplified Wireless

.

.

By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.,

5 The Construction

of

Receiving Apparatus
By P. D. 79/ens.

The Construction
Receivers

11d.

E

1/ -

1/2

L,

M..

1/2

1/-liy

1/8

1/6

Boneless.

..

1/6

1/8

7 How to Make a " Unit " Wireless Receiver ..
2/6
By E.

8

2/8

path.

Pictorial Wireless Circuits

1/6

By Oswald J. Rankin.

1/8

9 Wireless Valves Simply Explained 2/14
By John Neon.rainorrt. E.Inst.P.,
10

Practical Wireless Valve Circuits
By John Scott.Tayearl,

12 Radio Valves and How to
Them ..
By John Sroll.Taggarl,.i
.M.I.E.E.

b

2/8

2/6

2/8

2/8

2/8

By H. P. Neadall, B.Sc., cod E.

L,

2/6

2/8

2/6

2'8

3/6

3/10

16 Snipe Built Wireless Components 2/6
17 Wireless Sets for Home Con-

2/8

12 Tested Wireless Sets

By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.

15 More Practical Valve Circuits ..
By John Scoti-jacenri, F.Inst.P.,
structors

By F. Redpath.
18 Tuning Coils and How to Wind
Them
..
By U. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
21 Six Simple Sets
.
By SGBiley Cl.
M.I.R.E.
22 Switches in Wireless Cirent:ts ..
By Oswald .1. Rankin.
24 Wireless Faults and How to Find
Them
By R. B. Hallows, M.A.
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.
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Radio Engineering
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BY J. H. Reimer, B.Sc. (Hobs.)
Modern Radio Communication ..
By J. II. Heyner, B.Sc. (11000.),
A.C.(1.1., D.I.C.,

written by an expert conveys the
necessary information in a manner
particularly suitable for home study.

Coupled with this series of books the

Radio Press, Ltd., also publish a
envelopes containing
E number of
and diagrams to enable
Rinformation
M
even the novice to construct a
E

receiver, and gain valuable practical
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experience.
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1 How to Build an 8T100 Re

116

116
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3 -Valve Set ..
2/6
By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
4 How to Build the All -Concert
do -Lone Receiver
..
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2/6
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1/6

1/9

1/6
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1/6
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10 How to Make the Twin -Valve
Loud -Speaker Receiver
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2/9

A.M.I.E.E.
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2 How to Build the Family 4 -Valve
Receiver

By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.
3 How to Build the " Simplicity "

5

5

Post
Free.

ceiver

By Perry IV. Harris,
the Omni Receiver
By John Scott -Taggart, F.IntlF.,

6 How to

2/9

Build the._ ABC Wave.

By U. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

7 How to Build a 2 -Valve Am
plifier-de-Luxe
..
By Herbert K. Simpson.

8 How to Make a 1 -Valve Reflex
Receiver

By Herbert K. Simpson.
9 How to Build an Efficient Single Valve Set
By Herbert K. Simpson.
By John Scott -Taggart,

11 An Adaptable Crystal Set and How

to Build It ..
By Percy W. Harris,
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By Alan L.
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Each book being
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..
..
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1 How to Make the WI Receiver
By Herbert K. Simpson.

.
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Free.
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YOU ARETO
BE THE JURY
The Final Decision rests with you. The judge picks out the essential points
and puts the case before you in a clear and concise way. His experience and

ability enable him to unravel the intricacies and technical details of the case
for you, and you value his summing up.
Our long experience and extensive research
the design and construction of
Transformers has enabled us to put the ca clearly to you. Here are eight
points of the R.I. Transformer for your consideration.
1. Low Losses at all audible
6. Specially recommended by
frequencies.
eminent authorities for reflex
Suitability for special or
general purposes.
3. Equal efficiency for high and
low input values.
4. Correctly designed windings,
with minimum capacity losses.
5. Mechanically and electrically

circuits.

2.

sound.

7.

Generous area, both in iron
and copper

AND
8.

Windings protected by her -

metically sealed hard fibre
tube.

It is for you to decide. Well over half -a -million wireless enthusiasts have already decided
in favour of the famous R.I. Transformer-you cannot have better proof of the efficiency
of a component that has obtained a classic name in the Radio Industry.

Price 25/ Write for the R.I. Blue and Gold Catalogue.
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